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Abstract
In the past decade, a large amount of biological data has been generated, enabling
new quantitative approaches in biology. In this thesis, we focus on two biological
questions by using techniques from statistical physics: hydrophobicity patterns in
proteins and their impact on the designability of protein structures and regulatory
motif finding in DNA sequences.
Proteins fold into specific structures to perform their functions. Hydrophobicity
is the main force of folding; protein sequences try to lower the ground state en-
ergy of the folded structure by burying hydrophobic monomers in the core. This
results in patterns, or correlations, in the hydrophobic profiles of proteins. In this
thesis, we study the designability phenomena: the vast majority of proteins adopt
only a small number of distinct folded structures. In Chapter 2, we use principal
component analysis to characterize the distribution of solvent accessibility profiles
in an appropriate high-dimensional vector space and show that the distribution can
be approximated with a Gaussian form. We also show that structures with solvent
accessibility profiles dissimilar to the rest are more likely to be highly designable,
offering an alternative to existing, computationally-intensive methods for identifying
highly-designable structures. In Chapter 3, we extend our method to natural pro-
teins. We use Fourier analysis to study the solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity
profiles of natural proteins and show that their distribution can be approximated by a
multi-variate Gaussian. The method allows us to separate the intrinsic tendencies of
sequence and structure profiles from the interactions that correlate them; we conclude
that the alpha-helix periodicity in sequence hydrophobicity is dictated by the solvent
accessibility of structures. The distinct intrinsic tendencies of sequence and struc-
ture profiles are most pronounced at long periods, where sequence hydrophobicity
fluctuates less, while solvent accessibility fluctuates more than average. Correlations
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between the two profiles can be interpreted as the Boltzmann weight of the solvation
energy at room temperature. Chapter 4 shows that correlations in solvent accessibil-
ity along protein structures play a key role in the designability phenomenon, for both
lattice and natural proteins. Without such correlations, as predicted by the Random
Energy Model (REM), all structures will have almost equal values of designability. By
using a toy, Ising-based model, we show that changing the correlations moves between
a regime with no designability and a regime exhibiting the designability phenomenon,
where a few highly designable structures emerge.
Understanding how gene expression is regulated is one of the main goals of molecu-
lar cell biology. To reach this goal, the recognition and identification of DNA motifs -
short patterns in biological sequences-is essential. Common examples of motifs in-
clude transcription factor binding sites in promoter regions of co-regulated genes and
exonic and intronic splicing enhancers. Most motif finder algorithms try to find a
functionally relevant (specific) motif in a set of sequences that share a functional
property by simply looking for over-represented patterns. They are liable to be mis-
led by other, functionally irrelevant (non-specific) patterns that are over-represented
across the genome. To overcome this problem, a "negative" set can be used that
is not likely to include the functional motif but may have non-specific patterns. In
Chapter 5, We develop an analytical framework for differential motif finding which
expands the classical Gibbs motif finder. Both the cases of one and multiple mo-
tif occurrences per sequence are developed. In our method, motifs that have strong
matches in the negative sequence set are suppressed. As a result, motifs that are
differentially enriched in the "positive set" as compared to the "negative set" are
found. We show that our method outperforms the classical Gibbs sampler in finding
differentially-enriched motifs.
Thesis Supervisor: Christopher B. Burge
Title: Associate Professor
Thesis Supervisor: Mehran Kardar
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Abundant biological data has been generated and collected in recent years, including
genome sequences for many different organisms, data from gene expression experi-
ments, and the discovery and classification of new protein folds. This abundance of
biological data is allowing new quantitative approaches for modeling biological mech-
anisms; techniques from physics are contributing to these approaches. In my thesis,
I focus on the areas of protein folding and motif finding, where physically inspired
methods can contribute.
The protein-folding problem has a long history in biological physics, and tech-
niques of statistical physics have been applied to solve different aspects of the prob-
lem. I focus on the designability phenomenon: certain protein structures have a far
greater number of amino acid sequences folding to them than the average. I explore
how geometrical constraints resulting from folding create correlations in solvent ac-
cessibility along the protein chain, and how those correlations result in the emergence
of highly designable structures. I also study how solvation forces influence the dis-
tribution of hydrophobic monomers along the protein chain and offer a method to
untangle correlations between solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity to allow the
study of the intrinsic correlations within each one.
A motif is a pattern appearing in a DNA sequence that corresponds to a spe-
cific function. Finding these motifs has become an important subject in recent years
because of their impact on modeling gene regulatory networks. Statistical methods,
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some inspired by physics, have been applied. These include Gibbs Sampling, which
is inspired by the Metropolis algorithm, often used in statistical physics. However,
current motif finders are prone to be misled by strong but functionally irrelevant
motifs that overshadow weaker, relevant motifs. To make weaker motifs more pro-
nounced, a second set of sequences-a negative set-can be used. The negative set
is chosen not to contain the weak functional motif, though it can still contain the
stronger, non-functional motif. By extending the Gibbs sampling algorithm, we offer
a discriminative-motif-finding method in which relevant motifs are found by compar-
ing the "positive" and "negative" sequence sets.
1.1 Protein Folding
The transcription of DNA to RNA, and from RNA to proteins constitutes the central
dogma of molecular biology. In this picture, the DNA sequence, or genome, com-
pletely directs the actions in the cell through the encoding of proteins. Proteins then
fold to three-dimensional structures to perform their functions. Proteins are involved
in many functions such as enzymatic catalysis, transport and storage, signaling and
recognition, and mechanical engines. Much genetic information is being generated by
sequencing the genomes of different organisms, and this is resulting in the discovery
of many novel genes with as yet unknown functions. To discover the function of these
genes, we need to know the structure and function of the proteins to which they are
translated.
1.1.1 How proteins are made
DNA sequences with four letter types, or nucleotides, are transcribed to mRNA,
which is then linearly translated to proteins with 20 different types of residues. Each
triplet of nucleotides on the DNA, called a codon, is mapped to one amino acid
residue, or monomer, and is added to a growing polypeptide chain, forming a linear
heteropolymer. This chain usually has a length between 30 and 450 residues. Amino
acids share amino and carboxyl groups, which are joined by a carbon atom referred to
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as C-alpha. The term "acid" is used because the carboxyl group (-COOH) gives up
a proton to form the bond. Different side chains, which define the specific properties
of the amino acids, are attached to the C-alpha atom. Neighboring amino acids are
linked together by a covalent peptide bond between the nitrogen of the amino acid
group and the carboxyl carbon atom.
1.1.2 Folding
Each polypeptide chain folds to a specific, fairly compact, three-dimensional structure,
called its native state, to perform its function. The information within the sequence
uniquely determines the folded structure [1]. It has been shown that the native
structure is the global minimum of the free energy for the folding protein. For a
sequence with a random composition, the energy landscape is very rough with many
local minima, which prevents speedy folding to the global minimum. The fact that
protein sequences find their unique ground state in a quick way suggests that evolution
has selected the sequences that fold quickly to their unique ground states and have
more stable structures.
A number of forces play a role in folding protein chains. The solvation force is
considered to be the main force of folding. It results from different affinities of different
amino acids toward the solvent. Amino acids can be divided into two major groups,
hydrophobic and polar. Hydrophobic amino acids have greasy side chains, which
dislike the solvent, while polar amino acids do not. Folding proteins tend to bury
their hydrophobic monomers in their core to reduce their contact with the solvent.
In the folded protein, there are also interactions between nearby amino acids, such as
hydrogen bonding and Van der Waals interactions. Oppositely charged amino-acid
side chains can also form salt bridges to further stabilize the protein fold. Cystein
residues can also create disulphide bonds, which are useful for proteins that are too
small to have a hydrophobic core or function at a high temperature and require a
higher degree of stability.
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1.1.3 Protein structure
Protein structures are studied using X-ray diffraction and NMR imaging methods.
These studies have helped to identify the building blocks of proteins. The simplest
components of proteins are known as secondary structures, which are short stretches
of amino acids with specific three-dimensional characteristics. The commonly used
secondary structures are alpha-helices and beta-sheets. An alpha helix is a right-
handed polypeptide coil. The neighboring amino acid residues form hydrogen bonds,
which stabilize the helix. A helix can have between 4 to 40 residues [45, 76], and
the periodicity of the helix turn is about 3.6 residues. Beta-sheets, on the other
hand, consist of pairs of chains (beta-strands) lying side-by-side and are stabilized
by hydrogen bonds between neighboring atoms on adjacent chains. The amino acids
alternate on either side of the beta-sheet. Other protein segments, such as loops, are
sometimes characterized as secondary structures. Secondary structures come together
to form what is called a tertiary structure. The tertiary structure, which refers to
the three-dimensional structure, can include one or more domains. Each domain
often performs a separate function for the protein, and usually has its own, separate,
hydrophobic core.
1.1.4 Observed proteins and their classification
Many different protein structures share structural similarities. Proteins sharing the
same fold have secondary structures in the same arrangement with the same topo-
logical connections. Belonging to the same fold can indicate a common evolutionary
origin. It is important to classify protein folds to further understand the evolutionary
and functional relationships between different proteins. One broad classification is
into five groups of folds including proteins with mainly alpha helices, with mainly
beta-sheets, with alternating alpha and beta, with alpha and beta separated along
the chain, or with no secondary structures [53].
There are a number of finer structural classification methods, ranging from manual
to fully automated methods. Structural classification methods begin by finding the
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pair-wise structural alignment between two structures. The two structures are over-
lapped as best as possible, and the distance between similarly located residues along
the backbone is measured. The coordinates of 3D protein structures are recorded in
the PDB database [3], and classification databases include FSSP, CATH, and SCOP.
FSSP (Families of Structurally Similar Proteins) is obtained by a fully automated
method, using the DALI program to generate alignment of single protein chains [37].
CATH (Class Architecture, Topology, Homologous superfamily) is a semi-automated
database for protein domains [71]. SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) is
mostly constructed manually [67] and is considered one of the most accurate protein
classifications.
1.1.5 Designability
The concept of designability is a result of the fact that many different sequences can
share the same fold. In fact, the number of observed folds is somewhere between
1000 and 2000, depending on the classification method, while the number of observed
sequences is much larger by up to three or four orders of magnitude. Among the
observed folds, the number of sequences folding to each varies widely. Most sequences
fold to a small subset of the observed folds, which are called highly designable folds
[71, 37]. Understanding why some folds are highly designable is important for a
number of reasons. Not only is it interesting to know why these folds have been
selected by evolution, this understanding can also assist in the design of new stable
folds. It can also be asked what the role of different forces, such as the solvation force,
is in the emergence of highly designable structures. Another important question is
how geometrical constraints affect folding and whether they contribute to making
some structures more desirable for sequences to fold to.
1.1.6 Modeling Designability
To understand designability, lattice models are often used to make the problem com-
putationally tractable. In lattice models, a simplified polymer with its residues lo-
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cated on a grid represents the protein [13, 49, 50]. Interactions are simplified as well.
The energy of the system is generally approximated to include only short-range, pair-
wise interactions between different monomers. Because hydrophobicity is the main
force of folding, the pair-wise interactions can further be simplified to include only
hydrophobic forces [13, 17, 20]. In such a model, called the solvation model, there is
an energetic advantage for putting hydrophobic residues in the core.
To model the designability problem using lattice proteins, the mapping of all
feasible sequences to their corresponding folded structures needs to be determined.
It has been observed that the ground state structures of most protein sequences are
compact. The target structure space in simulations is thus chosen to be the space
of compact structures. Often all the compact structures are generated first. Then
the energies of folding to each of those structures are calculated for each sequence.
The structure or structures with the lowest energy determine the ground state of the
sequence. Sequences with multiple ground states are thrown out, because they are
considered non-physical. In nature, proteins need to have a stable unique structure to
perform their function. In most lattice simulations, only a small number of sequences
have unique ground states. These are called viable sequences. The designability of
a structure is defined as the number of viable sequences that have that structure as
their unique ground state.
Using lattice protein models, the emergence of highly designable structures has
been observed for 2D and 3D compact lattice protein structures. It has been shown
that most lattice protein structures have a low value of designability, while only a small
number are highly designable, in contrast to a null model in which the designabil-
ity follows a Poisson distribution [31, 54, 30]. For example, Li et al [54] performed
exhaustive calculations for compact structures on a 3x3x3 grid to find the ground
state structure of 227 feasible sequences. A small number of structures emerged as
highly designable, while many others had either zero or one sequences folding to them.
Other studies have explored the designability problem for longer, 3D lattice protein
structures [11] and off-lattice proteins[63]. The dependence of the designability phe-
nomenon on the form of the interactions has been investigated as well. Ejtehadi et al
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showed that replacing the HP Hamiltonian, which has pair-wise interactions between
hydrophbobic and polar amino acids, by a solvation Hamiltonian, which only includes
interaction with the solvent, produces a similar designability distribution. The effect
of the number of residue letter types on the designability histograms has also been
considered. An earlier study suggested that a two-letter model can introduce artifacts
which do not exist in models with higher numbers of amino-acid types [8, 7]. A recent
study by Li [57] shows that using a 20-letter MJ interaction matrix generates results
similar to the HP model for lattice protein structures.
Since solvation forces are the main forces behind folding, it is important to con-
sider their impact on designability in detail. In a purely hydrophobic model, the
Hamiltonian can be written as H = E sihi, where si is the degree of solvent exposure
of site i along the polypeptide, and hi is the degree of hydrophobicity of the monomer
in position i. In a two-letter model, each of these vectors would be a binary vec-
tor. Li et al showed that the solvation Hamiltonian can be written as the Hamming
distance between the sequence and structure binary vectors [55]. A lower distance
indicates a lower folding energy. In this simple picture, any binary vector can be a
feasible sequence, while structures come from a limited number of available binary
vectors in the space. A sequence will have a unique ground state if it has only one
nearest neighbor structure. In this picture, the Voronoi volume around a structure
is proportional to its designability. Li et al showed that highly designable structures
typically have a lower number of structure neighbors in the structure space.
The designability of a structure is related to other physical features of the struc-
ture. A sequence folding to its ground state can be excited to a different structure,
given an amount of energy greater than the "gap energy." The stability of a structure
is characterized by the average gap over all sequences that fold to the structure. It
has been shown that the designability of a structure correlates well with its degree
of stability [61]. It has also been observed that highly designable structures tend to
have more surface-to-core transitions [56, 17, 83].
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1.1.7 Summary of the conducted research
In this thesis, we focus on how correlations along the polypeptide chain are responsible
for creating highly designable structures. Such correlations exist in natural proteins
as well. We investigate the correlations in the hydrophobicity profile and the solvent
accessibility profile and the interaction between the two. The profiles are given by the
values of hydrophobicity or solvent accessibility of each amino acid along the chain.
As a result of folding, the geometry of the compact structure creates correlations in
the solvent accessibility profile along the protein chain. These correlations are the
key for generating the designability phenomenon. We demonstrate that if instead of
2D compact structures, we use binary vectors that have the same correlations along
their chain, a designability distribution similar to the one observed in lattice proteins
can be generated. As a result, correlations can be used to estimate designability
without the need for extensive computational simulations. We also show that reducing
the correlations in the binary vectors makes designability more uniform among the
structures.
Modeling correlations along the chain can also be useful for understanding natural
proteins. Fourier analysis of correlations is a suitable tool for analyzing natural
proteins. While proteins have different lengths, Fourier transforms map profiles into
an interval of [0, 7r] in frequency space where they can be compared. It has previously
been observed that there are correlations both in the hydrophobicity and solvent
accessibility profiles of proteins. There have been several studies of one of the two
profiles, independent of the other. We know, however, that the two profiles are
correlated. The correlation between them exists because a folding protein tries to
minimize its solvation energy, which is the inner product of the solvent accessibility
profile and the hydrophobicity profile. In our work, we introduce a general framework
to model not only the correlations within each profile, but also the correlations among
them. We show that the power spectrum of these profiles can be approximated
by a multivariate Gaussian distribution. This helps us to untangle the correlations
of the two profiles. For example, the model indicates that alpha-helix periodicity
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in the hydrophobicity profile is induced by solvent accessibility profile, rather than
the reverse. The multivariate Gaussian should also help in predicting the solvent
accessibility profile from the hydrophobicity profile, for example for protein sequences
with unknown structures.
In the next few sections, we provide a detailed description of Chapters 2-4 of the
thesis.
1.1.8 Chap. 2
In previous work, it was shown that protein structures can be mapped to a vector
space [56, 8]. In this vector space, distance between structures can be defined as
a measure of dissimilarity. It was shown that the protein structures with high des-
ignability are the ones that are far away from other structures. We take this idea
further and characterize the distribution of the whole vector space of structures to
find the regions with low density, in the hope that these regions contain the highly
designable structures. The distribution of these vectors can be seen as a cloud of
points in a many-dimensional space. After projecting the cloud of points along its
eigenvectors, it can be seen that the cloud can be approximated by a Gaussian dis-
tribution along each eigenvector. This eigenvalue decomposition method allows us to
approximate the whole distribution with a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Using
the distribution, it is easy to find the areas of space with low density. Regions of
space with a low density of structures are good targets for finding highly designable
structures. Being in a low-density region is not a sufficient condition for having high
designability, however. A nearby neighbor can prevent a structure from having a high
designability by "stealing away" some of the sequences.
We quantify the degree to which structures in low-density regions have high des-
ignability. We calculate designability by running extensive simulations and then com-
pare the set of highly designable structures emerging from simulations with the ones
predicted to be in the low-density region. We find that 70 percent of predicted struc-
tures are indeed highly designable structures, indicating that such an estimator can
avoid the need for computationally extensive simulations.
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1.1.9 Chap. 3
Correlations along the protein chain have been the subject of many studies [40, 42, 88,
95, 46]. It has been shown that protein sequences can be differentiated from random
sequences by the correlations within them. Correlations along the protein chain can
be studied for various properties, including hydrophobicity, charge, mutation rate,
and solvent accessibility. Correlation patterns can yield insight into the function and
underlying interactions. For example, Eisenberg et al [15, 16] observed that alpha
helices have a periodicity of 3.6 in their hydrophobicity profile, which is the same as
their helical period. This demonstrated that alpha helices tend to have a hydrophobic
moment, on one side hydrophobic and the other polar, which contributes to lowering
the ground state energy of the folded protein by exposing one side of the helix to sol-
vent while burying the other. Fourier analysis of hydrophobicity profiles also showed
that there are long-range correlations along the chain [40]. Solvent accessibility pro-
files are less studied. Studies of solvent accessibility/surface exposure in lattice and
off-lattice proteins indicate that there are long-range correlations along the polypep-
tide chain created as a result of folding [46]. In a folded protein, a monomer is more
likely to be in the core if its neighbors are in the core, creating a positive correlation
along the solvent accessibility profile.
Since the hydrophobicity and solvent accessibility profiles are not truly indepen-
dent, a proper study of the correlation within each needs to incorporate the interac-
tions between the two. We Fourier transform hydrophobicity and solvent accessibility
profiles of 1461 protein structures that are selected from a representative set of protein
chains in the FSSP database after the multi-domain chains are removed. By Fourier
transforming, we are projecting the cloud with 1461 points onto different values of
the periodicity, or wave vectors. At each periodicity q, there is a set of 1461 Fourier
components of hydrophobicity and solvent accessibility profiles hq, Sq. We show that
these points can be approximated with a multivariate Gaussian distribution. In this
Gaussian distribution, we include separate terms for variance in solvent accessibility
and hydrophobicity as well as a term incorporating the interaction between the two.
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By fitting the data to our proposed Gaussian, we are able to estimate both param-
eters that we call intrinsic correlations in solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity
and the correlations among them. For example, it can be seen that the intrinsic
hydrophobicity profile does not have any peak at the alpha-helix periodicity, while
there is an alpha-helix peak in the intrinsic solvent accessibility. This indicates that
alpha-helix periodicity is induced as a result of existing periodicity in the solvent
accessibility. We also show that the interaction term between the solvent accessibility
and hydrophobicity profile is similar to a Boltzmann factor with a temperature close
to room temperature. Previous studies have argued that such an observation is the
result of evolutionary events .
Modeling the distribution of solvent and hydrophobicity profiles by a Gaussian
distribution can be helpful in predicting the solvent accessibility profile from the
sequence. Solvent accessibility prediction is often one step in secondary structure
prediction. Using the Gaussian distribution, we can obtain the conditional probability
for the solvent accessibility profile given the hydrophobicity profile.
1.1.10 Chap. 4
In this Chapter, we focus on how changing the correlations along the protein can
affect the emergence of designability. Kussel and Shakhnovich used an analytical
method to demonstrate that when only additive forces are present, all structures
should have the same designability provided that the assumptions of the Random
Energy Model (REM) are upheld [48]. It has further been shown that additive forces
and solvation forces can be easily mapped onto one another [20, 19]. Moreover, it
has been observed that for 2D lattice proteins, the solvation model can still generate
highly designable structures [56]. It has been suggested that REM might not be
applicable to these 2D examples, because REM often does not perform well in 2D
[75]. However, simulations on 4x3x3 lattice proteins have shown that in 3D, solvation
forces can still create designability phenomenon [11].
In our work, we show that the emergence of the designability phenomenon can bp
explained in part by the breakdown of the REM assumption of statistical indepen-
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dence between states. We generate sets of artificial structures with different degrees
of correlation in the solvent accessibility profile. We then calculate the designability
distribution for each of these sets. The artificial sets with a low value of correlations
showed a very different distribution of designability from the sets with high value of
correlations. For low correlations, designability is almost uniform for different struc-
tures, similar to what was predicted by REM. But for sets with higher correlations,
the designability is highly non-uniform, and some structures have a high degree of
designability. We show that as we increase the correlations within the structures, the
correlation between the structures increases as well. This results in the breakdown of
the energy independence assumption of REM, and as a result, its prediction.
This work shows that solvation forces can give rise to the designability phe-
nomenon when the correlations along the structures are high enough. Moreover,
it suggests that solvation forces alone can be sufficient to describe the emergence of
highly designable protein structures in lattice models. Lastly, we explore the degree
of correlations in natural proteins. From our analysis, it appears that correlations in
solvent accessibility along the chain of natural proteins are strong enough to break
the REM assumption when they are compared to the results from lattice proteins.
1.1.11 Future directions
Our work has explored the correlations in the solvent accessibility of lattice protein
structures and their connection to designability. These methods can be extended to
natural proteins. An interesting future direction is to use our method to estimate
the designability of natural protein structures from their solvent accessibility profiles.
The result of such an estimation could be compared with, for example, the number
of superfamilies of sequences that fold to each structure.
Our method for untangling correlations between solvent accessibility and hy-
drophobicity could also be used to untangle correlations among other characteristics
of a protein chain, such as conservation profile, charge profile, and monomer volume
profile. For each protein, a conservation profile can be built by aligning homologous
proteins and measuring the frequency of mutation at each site. It is likely that such
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a profile is correlated with the solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity profiles, since
it is known that hydrophobic monomers inside the protein core are more conserved.
These profiles could be modeled by a multivariate distribution similar to the one we
used for solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity. Such work could provide valuable
information about the interaction among different characteristics of monomers.
1.2 Differential Motif Finding
1.2.1 Introduction to Gene Regulation
Motif finding in biology has become an important topic because of the amount of
quantitative biological data being generated in recent years. Motif finding has appli-
cations in finding functional elements in protein structures or functional elements in
non-coding DNA, which regulate the level of gene expression. Understanding gene
regulation is central for understanding how diverse cell types are created from the
same genome. It also helps in understanding the nature of diseases that result from
malfunctioning regulatory mechanisms.
Regulation is carried out on different levels. One of the most important levels
of regulation is the transcriptional level, where a gene on the DNA is read by RNA
polymerase and the corresponding mRNA sequence is generated. The magnitude
of transcription depends on the attachment of specific proteins, called transcription
factors, to a region preceding the start site of the gene, known as the cis-regulatory
region. Each protein generally has a specific binding site in the cis-regulatory region
called the regulatory factor binding site (RFBS). A binding site can regulate the gene
expression for a specific function by itself or in combination with other binding sites
[60].
1.2.2 What is Motif finding?
The binding sites corresponding to a specific transcription factor can be represented
by a motif model. The motif can be represented by the consensus sequence after
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aligning all the binding site sequences and choosing a consensus nucleotide letter to
represent the best match in each column. This consensus representation is useful for
easy comparison of motifs, and when the motif is fairly sharp, a single letter is highly
likely in each position. When dealing with motifs that are less sharp, a matrix can
be used to represent the motif. In this representation, the number of each letter in
each column of aligned sequences is counted and is recorded in the matrix. Matrix
representation is more useful for representing degenerate motifs. Also, it is fairly
easy to use motif matrices to find other binding sites that could be present in the
cis-regulatory region of other genes[87, 86].
Motif finding methods try to find common patterns among a set of co-regulated
genes. Co-regulated genes are genes with similar transcriptional rates in the presence
of a specific stimulus. In gene expression experiments, the rate of transcription of
many genes is measured. By clustering the data, co-regulated genes are identified[79,
89, 26, 85]. Motif finders can then be used to search for over-represented patterns in
the cis-regulatory region of these genes. Predictions from bioinformatics methods can
be verified experimentally. For example, if the transcription factor is known, it can
be mixed with random DNA sequences. The sequences that bind to the transcription
factor can be recovered and aligned to generate the motif model [77, 80].
1.2.3 Methods of motif finding
Most computational motif finders fall into two main classes: enumerative methods
and alignment methods. In enumerative methods, all the oligomers of a certain length
in the cis-regulatory region of co-regulated genes are counted. The oligomers with
high counts as compared to what is expected from a background model are chosen as
motif candidates. These oligomers can be clustered to generate motif models [90, 5].
In alignment methods, however, sequences are aligned so as to identify significant
local similarities [86, 51, 2]. Alignment methods use a matrix representation of the
motif. They begin by choosing one or a few start sites for the binding site on each
sequence. They then try to find better sites, ones that increase the likelihood of the
sequences with that motif in it. The likelihood function is defined as the chance of
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observing the sequence with a certain alignment when a motif model is assumed.
There are a number of different methods to maximize the likelihood. We focus on
describing the Gibbs Sampler because it will be used later in our work.
1.2.4 Gibbs Sampler
Our goal is to maximize the likelihood of observing the sequence data given a motif
model [10, 51, 2]. To achieve this, Gibbs sampling samples from the likelihood function
in such a way that more time is spent where the likelihood is the highest [28].
The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo method. A Markov chain is
a process where each state is only dependent on the preceding state. The system
moves from one state to another through a transition matrix. The transition matrix
is called ergodic if it fulfills certain conditions: every state is accessible from every
other state in a finite number of steps, and there is at least one state for which there
is non-zero probability of return in one step. A system evolving under an ergodic
transition matrix eventually reaches a stationary state where the likelihood function
is properly sampled [28, 59].
Metropolis et al [62] suggested a way to construct a transition matrix given a
probability distribution that cannot be easily normalized or directly sampled from.
Transitions between states are based on the likelihood. In this method, the ratio of
the likelihoods of the two states is compared. If the likelihood of the new state is
better, then the move is made, whereas otherwise the move only takes place with
a probability equal to the ratio of the likelihoods. This method is widely used in
physics in situations where obtaining an analytical normalization for the probability
distribution, or partition function, is impossible. In physics, the likelihood function is
usually proportional to the Boltzmann weight exp(-H/kT). Since it is often difficult
to obtain a closed form for the partition function, it is impossible to directly sample
from the probability distribution. The advantage of using the Metropolis algorithm
is that it does not require knowledge of the partition function. Hastings introduced
the Metropolis algorithm to statistics. He extended the Metropolis algorithm to cases
where the moves from one state to another are not symmetric [35].
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The Gibbs sampler can be considered as a special case of the Metropolis-Hasting
method where the probability distribution is a function of multiple variables. In this
method, all the model parameters except one are fixed at each step. A new value for
that parameter is sampled from a conditional distribution for that parameter over all
the other model parameters. This procedure is then repeated for the other parameters
[59].
To use the general Gibbs sampling algorithm for the specific task of motif finding, a
likelihood function for observing the set of sequences with instances of motifs in them
is needed. These typical model parameters usually include the location of the motif
instances, the background composition of the sequences, and a model description of
the motif. The model parameters are initially set randomly. For example, this can be
done by picking random sites as the start positions for the motif on each sequence.
One sequence is then chosen at random. A new start site for the motif instance is
sampled based on the scores of each segment against the weight matrix constructed
from the motif instances in other sequences. Then another sequence is chosen and
the same procedure is repeated there. This is continued until the system converges.
Convergence is reached when the weight matrix generated from the motif instances
stabilizes. This can be quantified by measuring the information content of the weight
matrix [86, 51, 58, 69].
1.2.5 Challenges
Motif finders that try to use only one set of sequences to find the functional motif are
prone to generate many false positives [93, 70]. Any extra information regarding the
motif, such as the exact size of the motif or the number of instances in each sequence,
can help to reduce the number of false positives. Clustering methods used to group
co-regulated genes are also error-prone. Some of these genes might not be regulated
by the same factor, but could have similar expression profiles as a result of a secondary
response. As a result, the binding site might not be found in the cis-regulatory region
of the genes. It is thus important to have the flexibility of searching for motifs that
do not necessarily have an instance in each sequence.
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1.2.6 The differential motif finder
Our goal is to find a motif that is highly present in one set of sequences as compared to
another set of sequences. For example, we imagine that based on expression profiles,
a group of genes can be separated into two sets: a "positive" set that is expected to
contain the motif, and a "negative set" that is not. We define a total likelihood that
combines the probability of observing the motif in the first set with a penalty for its
appearance in the second set. The total likelihood contains a likelihood function for
the first set similar to that developed by Liu et al [58, 69] divided by a term that
contains an estimate of the chance of observing the motif in the second set. In this
method, sampling is only done over the positive set, and the negative set is treated
as a whole block. We use the weight matrix generated from the motif instances in the
first set to estimate its presence in the second set. Since we are not actually looking
for the positions of the motif in the second set but only the strength of the motif
there, we integrate over all of the feasible locations of motif occurrences in the second
set. This produces a partition function, which is a function only of the weight matrix
and the expected number of motifs in the second set. The weight matrix is known,
because it comes from the first set. For the expected number of motifs, we choose an
expected number that maximizes the value of the partition function.
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Chapter 2
Structure Space of Model Proteins:
A Principal Component Analysis
2.1 Introduction
Proteins fold into specific structures to perform their biological function. Despite
the huge diversity in their functions, evolutional paths, structural details, and se-
quences, the vast majority of proteins adopt only a small number ( 1000) of folds
("topology"). [25, 12, 6, 71, 92, 33] This observation has intrigued a number of au-
thors and lead to the concept of designability. [25, 9, 99, 30, 54] The designability
of a structure is defined to be the number of sequences that have that structure as
their unique lowest-energy state. [54] It has been shown in various model studies that
structures differ drastically in their designability; a small number of highly designable
structures emerge with their associated number of sequences much larger than the
average. [54, 31, 56, 7, 36, 11, 63] Highly designable structures are also found to
possess other protein-like properties, such as thermodynamic stability, [54] fast fold-
ing kinetics, [30, 61] and tertiary symmetry. [99, 54, 91] These results suggest that
there may be a designability principal behind nature's selection of protein folds; these
small number of folds were selected because they are readily designed, stable against
mutations, and thermodynamically stable.
Why are some structures more designable than others? How do we identify highly
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designable structures? Finkelstein and co-workers argued that certain motifs are eas-
ier to stabilize and thus more common because they either have lower (e.g. bending)
energies or have unusual energy spectra over random sequences. [25, 24, 23] Govin-
darajan and Goldstein suggested that the topology of a protein structure should be
such that it is kinetically "foldable". [30, 31, 32] More recently, it was noted that an
important clue resides in the distribution of structures in a suitably defined structure
space, with highly designable structures located in regions of low density. [56, 7] In
particular, within a hydrophobic model, Li et al. showed that the distribution of
structures is very nonuniform, and that the highly designable structures are those
that are far away from other structures. [56] However, identifying highly designable
structures still remains a tedious task, requiring either full enumeration or sufficiently
large sampling of both the structure and the sequence spaces, making studies of large
systems prohibitive.
In this paper, we investigate the properties of the structure space of the hydropho-
bic model of Li et al., starting from a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We show
that while the distribution of the structures is not uniform, it can be approximated
as a cloud of points centered on a single peak. The principal directions of this cloud
are almost coincident with those obtained by rotation into Fourier space; the coin-
cidence is in fact exact for the subset of cyclic structures. An interesting feature is
that the eigenvalues of PCA, describing the extent of the density cloud along the
principal axis, vary continuously with the Fourier label q, with a minimum at q = r
corresponding to alternating patterns. The continuity of the eigenvalues suggests an
expansion around q = r, which leads to an analytical conjecture for the density of
structures in the N-dimensional binary space. Assuming the validity of this conjec-
ture in more general models, it provides a means of estimating density, and hence
indirectly designability, of structures by simply analyzing their sequences, without
the need for extensive enumerations of other possible structures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we review the hy-
drophobic model and the designabilities of structures. In Section III we discuss the
methods and the results of PCA applied to the structure space, and relate the density
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and designability of a structure to its projections onto the principal axes. In Section
IV we demonstrate that Fourier transformation provides a very good approximation
to PCA, and show that in fact the two procedures are equivalent for the subset of
cyclic structures. As a comparison with real structures, in Section V we introduce
and study an ensemble of pseudo-structures constructed by a Markovian process. Fi-
nally, in Section VI we synthesize the numerical results of PCA analysis, and develop
a conjecture for the density of points in structure space.
2.2 The Hydrophobic Model
We start with a brief review of the hydrophobic model of Li et al. [56] and the
designabilities of structures. Model sequences are composed of two types of amino
acids, H and P. Each sequence hi) (for i = 1, 2, ... , N) is represented by a binary
string or vector, with hi = 0 for a P-mer and hi = 1 for an H-mer. We take the polymer
length N = 36, for which there are 236 sequences. Each of these sequences can fold
into any one of the many compact structures on a 6 x 6 square lattice (Fig. 2-1). There
are 57, 337 such compact structures unrelated by rotation and mirror symmetries. In
the hydrophobic model, the only contribution to the energy for a sequence folded into
a structure is the burial of the H-mers in the sequence into the core of the structure.
So if one represents a structure by a binary string or vector, si), for i = 1, 2,... , 36,
with si = 0 for the surface sites and si = 1 for the core sites (Fig. 2-1), the energy is
N
E = - hisi, (2.1)
i=l
where hi is the sequence vector.
The designability of a structure is defined as the number of sequences that have
the structure as their unique lowest-energy state. To obtain an estimate for des-
ignabilities of structures, we randomly sampled 50, 000, 000 sequences and found the
unique lowest-energy structure, if any, for each of them. In Fig. 2-2, we plot the his-
togram of designabilities, i.e. number of structures with a given designability. Note
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Figure 2-1: A possible compact structure on the 6 x 6 square lattice. The 16 sites
in the core region, enclosed by the dashed lines, are indicated by l's; the 20 sites
on the surface are labeled by O's. Hence this structure is represented by the string
001100110000110000110011000011111100. Note that each 'undirected' open geomet-
rical structure can be represented by two 'directed' strings, starting from its two
possible ends (except for structures with reverse-labeling symmetry where the two
strings are identical). It is also possible for the same string to represent different
structures which are folded differently in the core region. For the 6 x 6 lattice of
this study, there are 26929 such 'degenerate' structures, which are by definition non-
designable.
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Figure 2-2: Number of structures with a given designability versus relative designabil-
ity for the 6 x 6 hydrophobic model. The data is generated by uniformly sampling
5 x 107 strings from the sequence space. The designability of each structure is nor-
malized by the maximum possible designability.
that we have normalized designability so that its maximum value of 2981 is scaled
to one. In this paper, we define highly designable structures to be the top one per-
cent of designable structures (structures with nonzero designability), which means
307 structures with a designability larger than 0.47.
In the hydrophobic model, both sequences and structures can be regarded as points
in a 36-dimensional binary space, or corners of a hypercube in a Euclidean space
of similiar dimension. In this representation, the lowest-energy state of a sequence
is simply its nearest structure point. [56] Designabilities can then be obtained by
constructing Voronoi polyhedra around all points corresponding to structures in this
space; the designability of each structure is then the number of sequence points that
fall within the corresponding Voronoi polytope (Fig. 2-3). Structures in the lower
density regions have larger Voronoi polytopes and higher designability. Understanding
how the structure points are distributed in this 36-dimensional space can thus help
us address questions concerning designability. In the next section we examine the
distribution of the structure points via the method of PCA.
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Figure 2-3: Schematic representation of the 36-dimensional space in which sequences
and structures are vectors or points. Sequences, represented by dots, are uniformly
distributed in this space. Structures, represented by circles, occupy only a sparse
subset of the binary points and are distributed non-uniformly. The sequences lying
closer to a particular structure than to any other, have that structure as their unique
ground state. The designability of a structure is therefore the number of sequences
lying entirely within the Voronoi polytope about that structure.
2.3 Principal Component Analysis
First, let us note that while sequences are uniformly distributed in the 36-dimensional
hypercube, structures are distributed on a 34-dimensional hyperplane because of the
following two geometrical constraints. The first constraint on structure vectors comes
from the fact that all compact structures have the same number of core sites, and
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Esi = 16.
i=1
The second constraint is that since the square lattice is bipartite, and any compact
structure traverses an equal number of 'black' and 'white' points,
36
E(-1)isi = 0.
i=1
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Figure 2-4: Covariance matrix Cij of all compact structures of the 6 x 6 square.
Next, let us define the covariance matrix of the structure space as
Cij = (sisj) - (si) (sj), (2.4)
where i, j = 1, 2,... , 36, and the average is over all the 57, 337 possible (sl, 2, · · · , 836)
for compact structures. The 36 x 36 covariance matrix is symmetric Cij = Cj,i, and
also satisfies the condition Ci,j = C37-i,37-j. The latter is due to the reverse-labeling
degeneracy of the structure ensemble, since if the string (sl, s2,- , s 36) is in this
ensemble, then its reverse (36, 35,''', s1) is also included. This symmetry implies
that if (v, v2,.. , v36) is an eigenvector of the matrix Cij, then (v36, v3 5 ,-- , v1) is
also an eigenvector with the same eigenvalue. Therefore, for every eigenvector of Cij
we have either vj = V37-j or vj = -37-j.
As depicted in Fig. 2-4, the matrix Cij is peaked along the diagonal and decays
off-diagonally with short range correlations. This feature reflects a general property
of compact self-avoiding walks; if a monomer is in the core (on the surface) the
neighboring monomers along the chain have enhanced probability to be in the core
(on the surface). Another characteristic of Cij is that it is almost a function of i - jl
only, i.e. Cij t F(li - jl), barring some small end and parity effects. We expect
this feature of approximate translational invariance to be generic beyond the 6 x 6
lattice model studied here. We also looked at the covariance matrix for the subset
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Figure 2-5: Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix for the structure vectors (circles),
and for all points in sequence space (crosses).
of highly designable structures. While qualitatively similar, it tends to decay faster
off-diagonally than that of all structures. This is attributed to the fact that highly
designable structures tend to have more frequent transitions between core and surface
sites. [56, 11, 83]
For PCA of structure space, the matrix Cij is diagonalized to obtain its eigen-
vectors {Iv(k)}, and the corresponding eigenvalues {Ak} for k = 1, 2,... , 36, which
are shown in Fig. 2-5. The two zero eigenvalues (Al = A2 = 0) result from the con-
straints in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), with the corresponding eigenvectors of v(l) = 1, and
v(2) = (l)i for i = 1, 2,..- ,36, respectively. The remaining 34 nonzero eigenval-
ues range smoothly from zero to one, making any further dimensional reduction not
obvious. For comparison, the 36 eigenvalues of the uniformly distributed points of
sequence space are all the same (A = 1/4). (It is easy to show that the covariance
matrix for the sequence space is Cij = 5ij/4.) On the other hand, a uniform distribu-
tion on the 34-dimensional hyperplane where the structure points reside would result
in 34 identical eigenvalues of 360/1377 - 0.26.1
'This can be seen from the following argument: Since all points in the 34-dimensional hyperplane
are equivalent up to parity, the most general form of the covariance matrix is Cij = z+y(-)i-j+zij.
Requiring zero eigenvalues for eigenvectors (1, 1, 1, 1, ...) and (-1, 1, -1,1, ...) gives the constraints
36x+z = 0, and 36y+z = 0, i.e. x = y = -z/36. The value of z is then set by Cii = (si) (1 - (si)) =
20/81, where (si) = 16/36. So we have x = y = -10/1377 and z = 360/1377. It is then easy to see
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Identification of the principal axes and eigenvalues does not necessarily provide
information about the distribution of points in space. To examine the latter, we first
project each structure vector onto its components along the eigenvectors. Using the
rotation matrix Rki that diagonalizes the covariance matrix, the component k of the
structure vector along principal axis k is obtained as
36
Yk = (Si - (Si)) Rki (2.5)
i=l
Interestingly, we find that along each of the principal directions, the distribution of
components is a bell-shaped function with a single peak at zero. Such distributions
can then be well approximated by Gaussians whose variances are the corresponding
eigenvalues Ak, i.e.
Pk(Yk) - e 2A . (2.6)
In Fig. 2-6 we show the distribution of projections Yk on two principal axes k = 16
and k = 36, along with the corresponding Gaussian distributions.
Equation (2.6) provides a good characterization of the density of structures in
the N dimensional space. Highly designable structures are expected to lie in regions
of this space where the density of structures is small, while the number of available
sequences is large. Let us consider a structure characterized by a vector y. If the
density of structural points in the vicinity of this point is Pstr(-), the number of
available structures in a volume V around this point is Vpst,(Y). Neglecting various
artifacts of discreteness, the volume of the Voronoi polyhedron (see Fig. 3) around
this point is given by V(-y) - l/ptr(y-). The designability is the number of structures
within this volume, and estimated as Pse,,,(Y)/Pstr(Y), where Pseq(Y) is the density of
sequences. The sequence density is in fact uniform in the N-dimensional space. The
structure density can be approximated as the product of Guassians along the principal
that the 34 nonzero eigenvalues are 360/1377.
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Figure 2-6: Distributions of projections yk onto principal axes k = 16 (a), and k = 36
(b), for all 57337 structures (dots). Also plotted are Gaussian forms with variances
A16 and A36 , respectively (dashed lines).
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Figure 2-7: The estimate M (Eq. (2.7)) versus scaled designability for all designable
structures on the 6 x 6 square.
projections, and thus
Designability P O 1 exp [ - M(y). (2.7)
P Y _ Pk (Yk) 2AkPlt' ( k=3 k=3
We have neglected various proportionality constants in the above equation, leading to
the quantity M(-y) which is our estimator for designability. In Fig. 2-7, the estimate
M is plotted against the actual designability for all designable structures. There is a
reasonably good, but by no means perfect, correlation between the designability and
the estimator M. The structures with the top one percent value of M include 39%
of the highly designable structures.
2.4 Fourier Decomposition And Cyclic Structure
In discussing Fig. 2-4, we already noted that the covariance matrix Cij is approxi-
mately a function of i - j, with corrections due to end effects. If this were an exact
symmetry, the matrix would be diagonal in the Fourier basis. Even in the presence
of the end effects, Fourier decomposition provides a very good approximation to the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of PCA, as demonstrated below. For each structure
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Figure 2-8: (a) The Fourier transformed covariance matrix (SqS;) (Eq. (2.9)); and
(b) its diagonal elements (ISq 2).
vector {sj}, the Fourier components are obtained from
1 Sq =- V E e iq (sj - (i)) (2.8)
j=l
where q = 27ra/N, with a = 0, 1,... , N - 1. The average value of (sj) is subtracted
for convenience. With this subtraction, the two constraints in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)
correspond to two zero modes in Fourier space, as So = 0 and S, = 0, and since {sj}
are real Sq = S.
The covariance matrix in the Fourier space is
(SqSq,) = ei(qj-q'J')Cjj' (2.9)
j,j'=1
and is both real and symmetric (since Cjj, = Cj,j). If Cjj, is translationally invariant,
i.e. Cjj, = F(jj - j' mod N), Eq. (2.9) becomes
(Sql) = 6q,qAq, (2.10)
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Figure 2-10: Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix for the structures generated by the
Markov model (circles), and that of the true structure space (pluses).
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where N-1
Aq = ei'qF(k) = (ISql 2) (2.11)
k=O
are the diagonal elements of the diagonalized matrix in Eq. (2.10), and hence the
eigenvalues of Cjj,. Note that because the matrix is real-symmetric, its eigenvalues
appear in pairs, i.e.
Aq = A_q. (2.12)
Since our covariance matrix is not fully translationally invariant, (SqS,*,) is not
diagonal. However, as shown in Fig. 2-8a, its off diagonal elements are very small.
As required by symmetry, the diagonal elements form pairs of identical values. These
diagonal elements, plotted versus the index a in Fig. 2-8b, should provide a good
approximation to the eigenvalues obtained by PCA. This is corroborated in Fig. 2-9a,
where we compare (ISq12) with the true eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Cjj,.
Finally, we note that the end effects that mar the translational invariance of the
covariance matrix are absent in the subset of cyclic structures. Any structure whose
two ends are neighboring points on the lattice can be made cyclic by adding the
missing bond. Any one of the N = 36 bonds on the resulting closed loop can be
broken to generate an element of the original set of structures, and the corresponding
structure strings are cyclic permutations of each other. Thus, the covariance matrix
Cdcdic(j, j') of the set of all cyclic structures is translationally invariant. In our model
of 6 x 6 compact polymers, there are a total of 36 x 276 cyclic structures. The Fourier
transform of their covaraince matrix is diagonal as expected, with diagonal elements
depicted in Fig. 2-9b. The corresponding Fourier eigenvalues are quite close to the
eigenvalues of the full matrix obtained in the PCA (Fig. 2-9b). Thus the end effects
do not significantly modify the correlations, and this is specially true for the smallest
eigenvalues which make the largest contributions to the density in Eq. 2.7.
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Figure 2-11: Number of pseudo-structures with a given designability versus des-
ignability for the pseudo-structure strings randomly generated using the Markov
model. The data is generated by uniformly sampling 5 x 107 binary sequence strings.
The designability of each pseudo-structure is normalized by the maximum possible
designability.
2.5 A Markovian Ensemble of Pseudo-Structures
The geometry of the lattice, and the requirement of compactness constrain the al-
lowed structure strings of zeros and ones in a non-trivial fashion. In our estimation
of designabilities so far, we have focused on the covariance matrix which carries in-
formation only about two point correlations along these strings. In principle, higher
point correlations may also be important, and we may ask to what extent the co-
variance matrix contains the information about the structures' designabilities? As a
preliminary test, we performed a comparative study with an artificial set of strings,
not corresponding to real structures, but constructed to have a covariance matrix
similar to true structures on the 6 x 6 lattice.
Specifically, we generated a set of random strings {(t , of zeros and ones of length
36, using a third order Markov process as follows. For each string, the first ele-
ment tl is generated with probability P(t = 1) = (sl), where (sl) is the fraction
of the true structure strings with s = 1. The second element t2 is generated ac-
cording to a transition probability P(t - t2) which is taken to be the "conditional
probability" P(s 2 1s1) extracted from the true structure strings. The third point t3 is
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Figure 2-12: The quantity M versus designability for all designable pseudo-structures
generated by the Markov model.
generated according to a transition probability P(tlt 2 -+ t3) which is the "conditional
probability" P(s 3 1sls2 ) extracted from the true structure strings. All the remaining
points tj, j = 4, 5,... ,36, are generated according to the transition probabilities
P(tj_3tj-2tj-1 - tj) equal to the true "conditional probabilities" P(sjsj_3Ssj_2Sjl)
of actual structures. Sequences that do not satisfy the global constrains of Eqs. (2.2)
and (2.3) are thrown out. For every Markov string generated, we also put its reverse
in the pool, unless the string is its own reverse.
The above Markovian ensemble has a covariance matrix, and corresponding eigen-
values, very similar to those of the true structures, as shown in Fig. 2-10. We then
calculated the designabilities of these "pseudo-structures" using Eq. (2.1) by uni-
formly sampling 5 x 107 random binary sequences. The histogram of the designabili-
ties (Fig. 2-11) is qualitatively similar to that of the true structures (Fig. 2-2). Next
we constructed the designability estimator M (Eq. (2.7)) for the pseudo-structures,
using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of their covariance matrix. The quantity M
is plotted versus designability in Fig. 2-12 for all the artificial pseudo-structures with
non-zero designability. The pseudo-structures with the top one percent value of M
include 60% of the highly designable psuedo-structures.
These results suggest that a considerable amount of information about the des-
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ignability is indeed contained in the two point correlations of the string. The des-
ignability estimator, Eq. (2.7) in fact does a somewhat better job in the case of
pseudo-structures generated according to short-range Markov rules.
2.6 Conclusions
One of the most intriguing properties of compact structures, which emerged from
early extensive enumeration studies, [54] is that designabilites range over quite a broad
distribution of values. Such a large variation in designability is a consequence of a non-
uniform distribution of structure vectors, with highly designable structures typically
found in regions of low density. [56] However, our study of 6 x 6 lattice structures using
PCA indicates that the non-uniform density actually has a rather simple form that can
be well approximated by a single multi-variable Gaussian, as in Eq. (2.7). Since this
method of estimating structure designability is based only on the overall distribution
of structures, it can be a useful tool in cases where there is not enough computational
power to enumerate the whole structure space and calculate the designability. To
obtain an accurate enough covariance matrix requires only a uniform sampling of the
structure space.
We can also attempt to use the numerical results as a stepping stone to a more
analytical approach for calculating the density of structures. First, we note that the
covariance matrix for all structures is rather similar to that of the subset of cyclic
structures, and that for the latter PCA is equivalent to Fourier decomposition. Sec-
ond, we observe that the multi-variable Gaussian approximation to structure density
in Eq. (2.7) is most sensitive to the eigenvalues that are close to zero. In terms of
Fourier components, these are eigenvalues corresponding to values of q close to 7r, and
related to the constraint of Eq. (2.3). There is also a zero eigenvalue for q = 0, related
to condition (2.2). However, the latter global constraint appears not to have any local
counterpart, as there is a discontinuity in the eigenvalues close to zero. Third, the
continuity of the eigenvalues as q Ir, along with the symmetry of Eq. (2.12), sug-
gests as expansion of the form Aq = K(q - r)2 + O ((q - 7r)4 ). Indeed the numerical
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results indicate that the important (smaller) eigenvalues can well be approximated
by K(q - 7r)2, with K - 0.04.2
With this approximation, the designability estimate of Eq. (2.7) becomes
M({ }) p [ 2K(q - 7r)2 = exp 2K ( ) s
(2.13)
The first form in the above equation expresses the estimate in terms of the Fourier
modes of the structure string, while the second term is directly in terms of the elements
{si}. The function JN (i - jl) is the discrete Fourier transform of 1/q2 , which for
large N behaves as li-jl. Equation (2.13) is thus equivalent to the Boltzmann weight
of a set of unit charges on a discrete line of N points marked by parity. The charges
on the sublattice of the same parity attract each other with a potential JN(r), while
those on different sublattices repel. Such an interaction gives a larger weight (and
hence designability) to configurations in which the charges alternate between the core
and surface sites, as observed empirically.[56, 11, 83]
In would be revealing to see how much of the above results, developed on the basis
of a lattice hydrophobic model, can be applied to real protein structures. One could
use the exposure level of residues to the solvent in building up the structure vectors.
Current methods deal with structure strings of a fixed length, equal to the dimension
of the structure space. Since real proteins have different lengths, there is a need for
a scaling method to handle them all together. Our study shows that the two point
correlations of structure vectors are approximately translationally invariant, and can
be captured by Fourier analysis. This suggests the possibility of casting the density
of points in structure space in universal functional forms dependent only of a few
parameters encoding the properties of the underlying polymers. If so, it would be
possible to provide good estimates for designability with polymers of varying length,
without the need for extensive numerical computations.
2If not forced to go through zero for q = r, a somewhat better fit can be obtained with AX =
0.03 + 0.04(q - 7r)2 + 0 ((q - 7r)4 ). Fourier transforming back to real space, the additional constant
leads to screened Coulomb interactions for JN(s).
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Chapter 3
Untangling influences of
hydrophobicity on protein
sequences and structures
3.1 Introduction
How the sequence of amino acids determines the structure and function of the folded
protein remains a challenging problem. It is known that hydrophobicity is an im-
portant determinant of the folded state; hydrophobic monomers tend to be in the
core, and polar monomers on the surface [44, 52, 16, 66]. Several studies have
examined the correlations in the hydrophobicity of amino-acids along the protein
chain [40, 74, 88, 95], which are useful in secondary structure prediction [18], and in
the design of good folding sequences [96]. Naturally, sequence correlations arise from
the locations of the amino-acids in the folded protein structure, and are best inter-
preted in conjunction with solvent accessibility profiles (which indicate how exposed
a particular amino-acid is to water in a specific structure). For example, Eisenberg et
al [16] note that for secondary structures lying at the protein surface, which have a
strong periodicity in their solvent accessibility, hydrophobicity profiles also exhibit the
period of the corresponding a helix or i strand. Constraints from forming compact
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structures induce strong correlations in the solvent accessibility profile [34, 88, 98, 47],
which should in turn induce similar correlations in the hydrophobicity profiles. It is
desirable to quantify and separate the resulting correlations in protein sequences and
structures.
In this paper, we aim for a unified treatment of hydrophobicity and solvent acces-
sibility profiles, and the interactions between them. The sequence of each protein is
represented by a profile hi), where hi is a standard measure of the hydrophobicity
of the i-th amino-acid along the backbone [4]. Its structure has a profile si) for
i = 1, 2, *.. , N, where si is a measure of the exposure of the amino-acid to water
in the folded structure [52]. While we do not expect perfect correlations between
these profiles, we can inquire about the statistical nature of these correlations, and
in particular whether they are diminished or enhanced at different periods. To this
end, we employ the method of Fourier transforms and examine the statistics of the
resulting amplitudes {hq, sq}, and power spectra {Ihql2, JsqI2 ), for a database of 1461
non-homologous proteins. In a sense, this can be regarded as extending the work
of Eisenberg et al [16] who explore correlations between hydrophobicity and solvent
accessibility independent of specific locations along the backbone. Of course, the use
of Fourier analysis is by no means new, and has for example been employed to study
hydrophobicity profiles [16, 78, 40, 42]. However, we are not aware of its use as a
means of correlating sequence and structure profiles.
Our results suggest that the hydrophobicity and solvent accessibility profiles are
well approximated by a joint Gaussian probability distribution. This allows us to
obtain the intrinsic correlations in the hydrophobicity profile, as distinct from cor-
relations induced by solvent accessibility. For example, the a-helix periodicity in
hydrophobicity profiles is shown to be induced by the corresponding periodicity in
the solvent accessibility profiles. We also find that at long wavelengths the two profiles
have different intrinsic characteristics: solvent accessibility profiles are positively cor-
related while hydrophobicity profiles are anti-correlated. Interestingly, the coupling
between the two profiles is independent of wave-number, and hence can be interpreted
as the Boltzmann weight of the solvation energy. The corresponding temperature is
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close to room temperature, consistent with the "mean" temperature estimated in
previous work from the frequencies of occurrence of amino acid residues in the core
and on the surface [64, 23].
3.2 Methods and Results
For our protein data set, we selected 2200 representative chains from the Dali/FSSP
database. Any two protein chains in this set have more than 25 percent structural
dissimilarity. We removed all the multi-domain chains by using the CATH domain
definition database, leaving 1461 protein chains [37, 72, 66]. The hydrophobicity pro-
files, hi), were generated from the sequence of amino-acids using the experimentally
measured scale of Fachere and Pliska [22] (in units of kcal/mol). We used the relative
solvent accessibility reported by NACCESS [39] to generate solvent accessibility pro-
files si). (The relative solvent accessibility is the ratio of the solvent accessibility of
a residue to the solvent accessibility of that residue in an extended tripeptide ALA-
X-ALA for each amino acid type X.) We then computed the corresponding Fourier
components as
q= 1 N ei q (Sj j=i j , (3.1)
§q Vj=1 (Si N 
where q = 27ra/N, with a = 0, 1, ... , N -1, and similarly for hq. (The average values
were subtracted to remove the DC component in the Fourier transform.)
Our results for the power spectra of solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity pro-
files are indicated respectively in Figs. 3-1(a) and 3-1(b) (q is related to the periodicity
A through A = 2f). A prominent feature of both plots is the peak at the a-helix peri-
odicity A = 3.6 [16]. Its presence in the solvent accessibility spectrum indicates that
solvation energy plays a role in the spatial arrangement of a helices- they tend to lie
at the surface, exposed to the solvent on one side and buried on the other side [16].
We would like to untangle correlations between the two profiles, so as to determine
their intrinsic tendencies, by finding a joint probability distribution P({si), {hi)).
Clearly this cannot be decomposed as a product of contributions from different sites
i, as neighboring components such as si and si+l, are highly correlated. We antici-
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Figure 3-1: Power spectra from averaging over 1461 proteins, for (a) solvent accessi-
bility (there are no units for Is~12, since it based on accessibility relative to solution);
(b) hydrophobicity (the units of Ihq12 are (k cal/mole)2 ). The plus signs in each case
are obtained from random permutation of the sequences.
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pate that the Fourier components for different q are independently distributed (i.e.
P({hq, q}) = nq p(hq, 9q)) for the following reasons: (i) For the subgroup of cyclic
proteins [94] the index i is arbitrary, and the counting can start from any site. The
invariance under relabeling then implies that the probability can only depend on i-j,
and hence is separable into independent Fourier components. This exact result does
not hold for open proteins because of end effects, but should be approximately valid for
long sequences when such effects are small. (ii) Numerical analysis of a lattice model
of proteins in Ref. [98] confirms the exact decomposition into Fourier modes for cyclic
structures, and its robustness even for open structures of only N = 36 monomers.
To test this hypothesis, we examine all possible covariances involving {hq, q} for dif-
ferent q. Note that the Fourier amplitudes are complex (i.e. sq = RSq + isq, and
similarly for q), and hence there are 4 x 4 covariance plots, such as in Fig. 3-2(a))
for the covariance of RSq with itself. In all cases we find that the off-diagonal terms
are small; the only exceptions are at small q where we expect end effects to be most
pronounced.
One can make a similar case for the independence of the real and imaginary
components at a given q. (For cyclic structures the phase is arbitrary.) The real
(imaginary) components are, however, correlated as illustrated by the scatter plot of
(Rhq, Rsq) for q = 0.9 in Fig. 3-2(b). We made similar scatter plots for different values
of q in the interval 0 to r, with similar results which were well fitted by Gaussian
forms. Based on these results, we describe the joint probability distribution in Fourier
space by the multivariate Gaussian form
(Rsq) 2 RsqRhq (hq )2P({hq,q)) _- H exp 2A Be 2C ]2 Aq Bq 2Cq
x exp [ 2A' B' (~hQ)2 1 (3.2)
with the parameters plotted in Fig. 3-3. If the probabilities depend only on the
separation i - j between sites, the real and imaginary Fourier amplitudes should
follow the same distribution. In our fits we allowed the corresponding parameters to
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Figure 3-2: (a) Covariance of Rsq with RSq,. There is very little correlation between
off-diagonal terms. (b) Scatter plot of Rhq versus Rsq for q = 0.90, and the half-width
half-maximum locus of a Gaussian fit (solid line).
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be different to obtain a measure of the accuracy of the model and the fitting procedure.
As indicated in Fig. 3-3 the resulting values of real and imaginary amplitude are quite
close, differing by less than 5%.
We interpret {Aq} and {Cq} as measures of intrinsic tendencies of hydrophobicity
and surface exposure profiles, while {Bq} is inversely proportional to the strength of
the interactions that correlate them. In the absence of any such interactions, {Aq}
and {Cq} would be the same as the power spectra in Fig. 3-1. With this in mind, let
us now examine these plots in more detail. They are related to the original variables
< s,1q2 > and < Ihq12 > through:
Is 12 > Aq + A'
ACq C< h 12 > = C + A (3.3)
1- B~ 1-'--~q
In the absence of interactions, or 1/Bq - O, these equations reduce to < lsq12 >=
Aq+ Aq and < h 2q = Cq+ C. As shown in Fig. 3-3, the average value of Bq for the
data is -_ 0.32. As a result, the a-helix peak in < Isql2 > is 42% larger than the peak
in A., and also an a-helix peak is induced in < hq12 > as result of the peak in Aq
even though there is no peak in Cq. With the current value of Bq _ 0.32, the peak
in Aq is magnified by 42% in < [Sq12 >, and a peak is induced in < hql2 > because
of existing peak in Aq.
The prevalence of a-helices in structures is reflected in the peak at A = 3.6 in
Fig. 3-3(a). As a check, we repeated the analysis for 493 proteins in our database
that are classified as mainly by CATH [72]. The a-helix peak disappears completely
for this subset, and a weaker peak corresponding to /5 strands at A = 2.2 (which
was not visible in Fig. 3-3(a)) emerges as a weak peak. This may indicate that the
formation and arrangement of/ strands is less influenced by hydrophobic forces. The
other prominent feature of Fig. 3-3(a) is the increase in Aq as q -+ 0. We believe this
reflects the fact that at a coarse level the protein is a compact polymer it is well known
that polymer statistics leads to long-range correlations in the statistics of segments
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Figure 3-3: Intrinsic variances of solvent accessibility and hydrophobicity profiles
are described by Aq and Cq respectively, while Bq is related to the interaction that
correlates them. The square and circle symbols correspond to the parameters of the
imaginary and real components, respectively. These figures are calculated for our set
of 1461 proteins. Dashed lines indicate respectively the average value of Bq [in (b)],
and the asymptotic behavior of Cq [in (c)].
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in the interior of a compact structure [34]. While the precise manner in which this
could lead to correlations as in Fig. 3-3(a) has not been worked out, we note that
similar effects have been observed before in studies of protein-like structures in three
dimensions [47], and compact lattice polymers in two dimensions [98].
The a-helix peak, which is prominent in the hydrophobicity power spectrum of
Fig. 3-1(b) is absent from Fig. 3-3(c). Thus, the observed periodicity in sequence
data is not an intrinsic feature of the amino-acid profiles, but dictated by the required
folding of structures. If the sequence of amino-acids were totally random, we would
expect a distribution P({hi}) = Ijipa(hi), where pa(hi) indicates the frequency of
a particular base. The corresponding distribution in Fourier space would also be
independent of q. The observed {Cq} are indeed constant (approximately 0.42 i0.02),
at large q. The value of Cq + Cq is different from the average indicated in Fig. 3-1(b),
with the assumption that the amino-acids are distributed randomly. This difference
is due to the interaction term in equation 3.2.
Reduced values of Cq are observed as q - 0, corresponding to large periodici-
ties, as seen in Fig. 3-3(c). A similar feature is also present in the power spectrum in
Fig. 3-1(a), as noted before by Irback et al. [41] who suggest that anti-correlations can
be advantageous for removing the degeneracies of ground state for folding sequences.
More recent studies also indicate that long stretches of hydrophobic monomers, which
could be a source of long range positive correlations, are avoided [81]. Further inves-
tigations of this issue would be helpful.
Finally, we note that the interaction terms {Bq} in Fig. 3-3(b) which correlate
sequence and structure profiles (at different periodicities) are approximately constant.
As Zq hqSq* = Hi hisi, these terms can be regarded as arising from the Boltzmann
weight exp[-E/(kBT)] of a solvation energy E = Ei hisi at some temperature T.
Using Bq ~ 0.32 - 0.03 kcal/mol, we can extract a corresponding temperature of T =
(2Bq)/kB = 323 i 300K. Interestingly, this fictitious T is around room temperature,
i.e. in the range of temperatures where most proteins fold and function. This indicates
that an important factor in correlating sequence hydrophobicity and structural solvent
accessibility is indeed the free energy of solvation. This conclusion is also consistent
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with the analysis done by Miller [64], which estimated differences in the free energies
of amino-acids between the surface and the core of the proteins by counting their
relative frequencies in the different locations. Finkelsteinet al [23] provides a more
thorough discussion on why we expect this fictitious temperature to be near room
temperature.
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Figure 3-4: The susceptibility Xq is negative since the more hydrophobic monomers
tend to be in less solvent exposed sites. The circle and square symbols correspond to
real and imaginary components, respectively.
In principle, the Gaussian distribution in Eq. 3.2 can be used as a tool for pre-
dicting structures, at least as far as their surface exposure profile is concerned. Given
a specific sequence, we can calculate the hydrophobicity profile hi), and the corre-
sponding {hq}. The conditional probability for surface exposure profiles is then given
by
P({sqlhq}) = qp(qlhq) 2 (3.4)
Iq exp [ (Rg h _ (]·hg)2 h 2 J
Thus sq is Gaussian distributed with a mean value of Xqhq and a variance 2 with
'susceptibility' Xq and 'noise' aq easily related to (Aq, Bq, Cq). Xq is plotted in Fig. 3-
4. The corresponding distribution of si} in real space is then obtained by Fourier
transformation.
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3.3 Conclusions
We investigated correlations between protein sequences and structures due to hy-
drophobic forces by application of Fourier transforms to profiles of hydrophobicity
and solvent accessibility. Each Fourier component is separately well approximated by
a Gaussian distribution; their joint distribution is described by a product of multi-
variate Gaussians at different periodicities. This approach enables us to separate the
intrinsic tendencies of the profiles from the interactions that couple them. We thus
find that a-helix periodicity is an intrinsic feature of structures and not sequences,
and that at long periods the structural profiles are more correlated than average,
while the sequences are less correlated. A quite satisfying outcome is that the cor-
relations between the two profiles can be explained by the Boltzmann weight of the
solvation energy at room temperatures.
Our joint distribution can be used in applications such as predicting solvent ac-
cessibility from hydrophobicity profiles [68], or protein interaction sites [27]. Incor-
porating the impact of correlations within solvent accessibilities is likely to improve
predictions. The distribution can also be used in analytical approaches to protein
folding, wherever there is a need for taking into account the complexities of structure
and sequence space.
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Chapter 4
Could solvation forces give rise to
designability in proteins?
4.1 Introduction
Protein structure classes are populated by very different numbers of observed proteins.
The structures representing classes with a high number of protein folds are called
highly designable protein structures [53, 71, 25]. A fundamental question yet to be
answered is whether this is due to the natural evolution, geometrical constraints in
folding, or the nature of interaction forces.
Model protein simulations have shown that most sequences fold to only a few
highly designable structures [31, 54]. In these studies, based on ground-state search,
the Hamiltonian is often simplified to include only short-range pairwise interactions,
H({u}i, {ri}) = <j U(ai, aj)Aij, where Aij (the (i, j) element of contact matrix,
A) is unity if monomers i and j are in contact but not adjacent along the chain, and
otherwise is zero. U(ai, aj) is the contact energy between monomer types ai and aj.
The pair contact potentials have been evaluated for all possible pairs of the 20
amino acids based on the frequency of occurrence of pair contacts in native structures
in the Protein Data Base [65]. Eigenvalue decomposition of the 20 x 20 interaction
matrix shows [55] that U can be approximated as U(ai, rj) = -(ai + aj + Aa j +
E,), with only 22 independent energy parameters, including 20 oa's corresponding to
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different amino acid types, a mixing parameter A, and a residue-independent contact
energy E,. It also shows that a's can be divided to hydrophobic and polar residues.
When considering completely compact structures, EC can be set to zero as its only
effect is a constant shift in the energy spectrum of sequences that fold to a given
structure. Since Auiaj is small compare the additive terms, we set the A to zero to
study the influence of the additive terms. Setting A = 0 reduces the pair contact
model to a solvation model [20]:
N
H((ai}, A) = 2 E (i + aj)Ai,j = - aibi (4.1)
i,j i
where bi = 7N Aij b is called the contact vector [82, 43], and bi represents the
degree to which residue i is buried in the protein structure.
Recently, Kussell and Shakhnovich [48] have demonstrated with an elegant ana-
lytical technique that when only additive forces are present, the designability of all
structures will be the same given that the assumptions of the Random Energy Model
are upheld. Their result was consistent with the findings of Ejtehadi et al [20] for
lattice structures on a 3 x 3 x 3 cube. However, there is evidence of non-uniform
designability for longer chains, in both two and three dimensions [56, 11].
A principal assumption of REM is the statistical independence of the energies of
states (protein structures) over disorder (sequences) [73]. We examine this indepen-
dence assumption in a general form when solvation forces are the dominant forces.
To control correlation between structures we introduce a method of using the Ising
model to construct pseudo-structures and show that by breaking the statistical inde-
pendence between the states, highly designable structures emerge. By comparing our
results from Ising pseudo-structures with both lattice and natural protein structures,
we conclude that solvation forces alone can be sufficient to result in the emergence of
highly designable protein structures.
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4.2 Methods & Results
To rederive the REM prediction for equal designability of all structures within the
solvation model, we start with the approximation of Ref. [48] for the designability of
a given structure A,
D(A) = p(E, C)n(E, A, C), (4.2)
E,C
where n(E, A, C) is the energy spectrum of structure A for all sequences with fixed
composition C (the fraction of number of hydrophobic residues in the chain).
p(E, C) is the probability for a sequence with composition C to fold to a structure
A with folding energy E. We coarse grained the structure-dependent contact vector
b to a binary vector with zero elements for surface sites and 1's for buried sites. For
a structure with N¢ core sites and N8 surface sites (No + N8 = N),
N -(-)), if -E < C;
n(E,A, C) = (4.3)
0, if-E > C;
Given that Nc is almost the same for all completely compact structures with a
given length N, n(E, A, C) n(E, C) with no dependence on structure A. As a
result, D(A) is independent of A, and the designability is the same for all structures,
visible as a sharp peak in a histogram plot of the designability of all structures. In
practice, very narrow and sharp Gaussian curves are consistent with this approxima-
tion (see Fig. 4-1).
To investigate the breakdown of REM, we examine the statistical dependence of
energies by calculating the covariance between two arbitrary structures a and [73],
(6E ' , 6E) 0 _= (E'E)o. - (Ea)0a(E) o,, where
E = - -t ibia and the average is over all feasible sequences, a. We then obtain
(6Ea',6EO). = B2Qa,, where B2 = ( ) () 2 and Q = E ibab'. Defining
P(Q) = , 6(Q - Qa), we obtain
(Q) = (Q,),s = (bi)2 (4.4)
i
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The maximum correlation happens between a structure with itself: Qm, =
Ei (b?). To measure the degree to which a system is correlated, we calculate (-) =
(Q/Qma) = A.2 (bi) and (b?) do not change significantly as a function of i, ex-
cept for i's near the ends of the proteins. This observation can further simplify the
equation to (Y) = (b. For example, for a structure with M core sites (b = 1) and
N - M surface sites (b = O), we have (b) = (b2) = M, yielding () = M
To be able to control the correlations within our structures, we use pseudo struc-
tures generated using an one-dimensional Ising model, with 's resembling the core
sites and O's the surface sites. The geometrical constraints in the protein structures
are reduced to site correlations in a one-dimensional chain. We only constrain the
size and the magnetization of the system to have the same core to surface ratio of the
geometrical structures. For example, in the case of 6 x 6 square lattice structures,
we set the string length N to 36 and set the number of 1's in each string to M = 16.
The interaction among the monomers is defined as E = -J i-1 ! bibi+1, where J is
the interaction constant (or reciprocal temperature). This choice of interaction cre-
ates a positive correlation along the structure; a residue that is on the surface (core)
will tend to have its neighbor on the surface (core) as well. Positive correlations in
contact vector or solvent accessibility of lattice proteins and off-lattice proteins have
been observed in previous work [98, 46]. Running a Monte Carlo simulation of the
Ising model, we generate a set of strings b(t), which is a function of time. The final
pseudo-structure set is created by sampling from b(t). The sampling rate is taken
to be larger than the relaxation time of the simulations to ensure that the space of
structures is sampled uniformly. We generate sets of Ising pseudo-structures with
different values of J = 0, 1, 3,6. Only the set generated by setting J = 0 has the
same properties as a set generated by randomly putting M = 16 ones in N = 36 slots
of each structure vector. The value J = 3 is chosen because the average energy of
sampled structures, (i bibi+l), is the same as 6 x 6 lattice structures. The measured
results of (y) using simulation are shown in Table 4.1. For all cases, the values are
very close to the predicted values of (y) --M = 16 = 0.44 .
The designability histograms for the Ising sets with J = 0 and 3 and the set
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data set (y) var(y) (D) max(D) std(D) (E)
Ising J=0 0.44 0.088 455 646 44 -6.86
Ising J=1 0.44 0.089 453 750 65 -9.00
Ising J=3 0.44 0.15 374 5263 459 -12.30
Ising J=6 0.44 0.28 324 4618 478 -14.69
2D 6x6 0.44 0.14 209 2938 185 -12.54
Table 4.1: The values of average and variance of -y and the designability D for different
Ising structure sets and 6 x 6 square lattice structures. The values reported for
variance of y are from simulation, these values differ less than one percent with the
values obtained from Eq.4.5 or Eq.4.6.
from the 6x6 square lattice are plotted in Fig. 4-1. Even though () is the same
for all cases, they show different designability characteristics. In the case of J = 0,
the designability has a Gaussian shape, while for J = 3, the designability curve
drops almost exponentially, similar to the designability histogram of the 6 x 6 square
lattice. (R-squares of the fits are reported in Table 4.1.) In the case of J = 3, similar
to the 6 x 6 square lattice, the highly designable structures are far more designable
than other structures. This is distinctly different from the REM prediction for the
designability plot and suggests that the REM assumption might have been violated.
Since (y) is the same for both the J = 0 and J = 3 case, the difference should be due
to the different variance of y.
The difference in the low-designability part of the histogram is due to the lack of
long-range geometrical correlations in our Ising set. A model which takes into account
longer range correlations can reproduce the designability plot of lattice proteins more
accurately [98]. Nonetheless, a simple nearest-neighbor Ising model is sufficient to ex-
amine how the designability histogram depends on correlations among the structures.
Our simple Ising pseudo-structures, generated by tuning only one correlation param-
eter J, highlights this dependency. Two clearly different phases are visible: in the
low correlation regime, the REM prediction is obtained, and in the high correlation
regime it is not.
Even though the average value of y (= Q/Qma,) depends on the number of core
sites and the length of the chain, it can be seen from Fig. 4-2 that its variance does
not. Calculating Var(y) = Var(Q)/Q 2, shows that the variance of interstructural
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Figure 4-1: Designability of structures for different sets of data is plotted. For each
set 50 million sequences were sampled.
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aE0.
correlations can be related to intrastructural correlations Cij:
Var(Q) = Var( bab )
i
= i a.(biabj)a b ) bi- (2 (b )2
i,j i(4 )
= C2j + 2 Cij(b2)()2
i,j i,j
i,j
where Cij = (babj)a, - (bi)2. The last step was done using the approximate trans-
lational invariance of (bi )- = const as well as assuming that the average solvent
accessibility is the same for all protein structures with length N. This assumption is
exact for compact lattice proteins and is a reasonable approximation for natural pro-
teins. The result is Var(y) Mij Cij/ 2. A comparison to the actual value of the
variance of y for the data sets reported in Table 4.1 shows that these approximations
lead to a result with less than 1% error. The above equation shows how correlations
within structures, Cij, which are controlled by J, can affect the correlations between
structures by increasing the variance of y. Increasing the variance of y results in more
structures in the system with a considerable correlation, breaking the independence
assumption of REM and resulting in the emergence of power-law designability plots.
Table 4.1 shows that J = 3 and 6x6 structures have nearly equal energy averages.
It can be seen from Fig. 4-2 that they also have similar y distributions. Even though
there are only a few common structures between these two sets ( 6%), they have
very similar designability distributions (Fig. 4-1). This indicates how most of the
information regarding the overall shape of the designability plot is embodied in the
correlations among monomers, and how most of those correlations can be approxi-
mated by a simple nearest neighbor Ising-type interaction. We also observed that
the designability of each structure from the Ising set anti-correlates with its Ising
energy (data not shown). Analogously to 2D-lattice structures, this means that those
structures which frequently switch between surface and core sites are more designable
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[56, 48].
Since 2D geometrical constrants were not considerd in constructing the Ising
pseudo-structures, we believe the result of Ising pseudo-structures can be compared
with 3D protein structures with a similar correlations along their chain. The geomet-
rical dimension and constraint control the correlations, number of structures, and the
ratio of the core to surface residues. In the case of compact 3 x 3 x 3 structures, the
designability histogram is fairly sharp and conforms to the REM prediction. It has
(y) = 7 and the simplicity of the geometry allows the calculation of designability by
combinatorial methods [19]. However, increasing the length of the chain changes the
story. Recently, Cejtin et al [11], in a very huge enumeration study for all compact
structures in a 4 x 3 x 3 cube, reported an exponentially decaying designability, in
contradiction with the REM prediction. We have seen that an Ising data set with
J = 1 was able to reproduce the same designability distribution. Here, because the
number of structures is larger, a lower value of y (= 12/36) can violate the REM in-
dependent energy assumption. We observed a Gaussian distribution of designability
for pseudo-structures of this length, corresponding to very small values of J.
It is widely believed that the solvation energy plays an important role in the sta-
bility of protein structures [14, 38]. Based on the above, we try to estimate whether
REM is applicable to natural proteins if a solvation (additive) potential is the domi-
nant force in folding.
In the case of natural proteins, it is difficult to calculate the covariance matrix
since proteins have different lengths. We convert Eqn. 4.5 to its equivalent in Fourier
space, which can be easily applied to proteins with different lengths.
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Figure 4-3: Histogram of degree of buriedness for all residues in 1461 protein struc-
tures taken from representative set of FSSP database.
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Var(Q) = ZC 2
i,j
= I Cq ,I2 (Parseval Theorem)
q,q' (4.6)
E lCq,q6q,ql1 2
q,q'
q q
The approximation was made because off-diagonal terms for Cqq, are small compared
to the diagonal terms[98].
To estimate the mean and variance of -y for natural proteins, we selected 2200
representative chains from the Dali/FSSP database. Any two protein chains in this set
have more than 25 percent structural dissimilarity. We removed all the multi-domain
chains by using the CATH domain definition database, leaving 1461 protein chains [37,
72, 29]. We used the relative solvent accessibility reported by NACCESS [39] to
generate solvent accessibility profiles {si}. The relative solvent accessibility is the
ratio of the solvent accessibility of a residue in the protein's native structure to the
solvent accessibility of that residue in an extended tripeptide ALA-X-ALA, for each
amino acid type X. We converted solvent accessibilities to our vector of buriedness
b, through bi = 1 - si. The histogram of bi for all residues in all studied proteins is
shown in Fig. 4-3. In order to calculate (y) = , we calculated (bi)2 and (bi2) for
each protein separately. Since y depends on the protein length N, we calculated y
for different length intervals separately (Fig. 4-4). Error bars are based on two type
of variations: 1)the variation in calculation of (y) because of the different estimates
in different proteins. 2) the variation resulting from Eqn. 4.6 because of correlations
within the solvent accessibility profiles of proteins.
If we assume a compact protein is simply a sphere with radius R filled with
monomers with radius a, then R/a N /3 . Then y can be estimated as 
((R/a)-3, where w is a free parameter representing the width of the effective surface
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layer. The best fit to the data in Fig. 4-4 is achieved by w = 0.4. Even though
we do not have an accurate value for the critical y separating the phases in which
REM works or does not, the values of (y) in Fig. 4-4 are too high to assume energy
independence in the proteins studied. This suggests that REM is not able to predict
the designability distributions observed in real proteins.
4.3 Conclusion
In summary, using a finite length one dimensional Ising model we have produced pseu-
dostructures that reproduce the overall designability characteristics of lattice proteins.
Our Ising interaction parameter J has been used as a correlation control parameter.
Considering an additive (solvation) potential, we have calculated and compared the
designability of the pseudo-structures with compact lattice structures. We have shown
that increasing intra-structural correlations can create inter-structural correlations,
which causes the energy independence assumption of REM to break down, both in
two and three dimensions. This breakdown allows the emergence of an exponentially
decaying designability-similar to what has been observed in natural proteins- even
when the design interaction potential is additive (or solvation). This shows that the
correlations in the solvent accessibility profiles of protein native structures are re-
sponsible for generating the observed designability behavior. Based on our model,
because of the high correlation of protein structures, in contradiction with the REM
prediction, solvation forces could be sufficient to describe the observation of highly
designable protein structures.
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Chapter 5
Finding Differential Motifs
5.1 Introduction
Understanding how gene expression is regulated is one of the main goals of molecu-
lar cell biology. In recent years, considerable computational effort has been devoted
to detecting motifs- short patterns in biological sequences that correspond to func-
tionally important elements in DNA sequences. Common examples of motifs include
transcription factor binding sites in the promoter regions of co-regulated genes and
exonic or intronic splicing enhancers.
Motif-finding methods rely on finding over-represented patterns in DNA sequence
data; these patterns are likely to be functionally important. Common methods include
the maximization of a likelihood function for motifs represented by weight matrices
[86, 51, 2, 79] , exact word-counting [90, 84] or a combination of the two. Since these
methods try to find a functionally relevant (specific) motif in a set of sequences that
share a functional property by simply looking for over-represented patterns, they are
liable to being misled by other, functionally irrelevant (non-specific) patterns that
are over-represented across the genome. To avoid this problem, users are forced to
find not just the strongest pattern, but as many patterns as possible, and then filter
them based on the magnitude of enrichment of the motif in the set of sequences
that share that functional property versus another set that does not [89]. This is
not necessarily effective, because the non-specific motifs can overlap with the specific
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ones and prevent identification of the weaker but functionally relevant ones.
For example, when looking for exonic splicing enhancers (ESE's), a set of exons
with weak splice sites are used, since it is expected that they contain ESE's to compen-
sate for the weak splicing site signals. Classical motif finder will return functionally
irrelevant patterns that result from the biased codon usage in exons. To overcome
this problem, another "negative" set, including exons with strong splice sites believed
not to contain ESE's, is used to measure the enrichment. Such sets were used to find
ESE's using exact word-counting methods [21]. Tompa has offered a more general
method which allows mismatches in words. These methods share the common prob-
lems of word-based methods, which are limited to short sequence segments because
they slow down exponentially with increasing motif length. Also, this type of motif
finders requires a post clustering of the over-represented words to obtain the motifs.
This post processing requires ad hoc assumptions to define the boundary of clusters.
Matrix-based methods can offer many advantages. For example, they are more
sensitive to degenerate motifs. It has also been shown that they are related to the
binding potentials in protein-DNA interaction. At least two matrix-based methods
have been developed to improve motif-finding sensitivity. Workman and Stormo have
offered a neural network based algorithm to suppress motifs that are both in the posi-
tive set and the negative set [97]. Wareham et. al. have suggested a heuristic method
to improve the sensitivity of motif finding that avoids low-complexity sequences that
might appear in the background. We offer a method which is an extension of the
classical Gibbs sampler. This method incorporates the effect of a negative sequence
set while it is searching for motifs in a positive set. This method is similar to that of
Workman and Stormo method in using the concept of a partition function to measure
the existence of the motif in the negative set. However, our method is not based on
neural networks and can be incorporated in many motif finders that are weight-matrix
based.
In this chapter, we develop the analytical framework for a differential motif finding,
expanding on the classical Gibbs motif finder. In our method, the classical Gibbs
sampling motif finder is modified to suppress motifs that have strong matches in the
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atacaaggtagcaggctatgtacgcagcagccaagagcaacagctacgtagcatgccttctgagattt
=00  0100000000000000010000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000
Figure 5-1: A representation of the vector ~.
negative sequence set. Our method can be applied to cases in which there is only
one occurrence per sequence as well as when there are variable numbers of instances.
We examine the basic assumptions in this method. We also show that this method
outperforms the classical Gibbs sampler in finding differentially-enriched motifs.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Notation
In the methods section, first we introduce our notation and describe the formalism
of the classical Gibbs Sampling algorithm using our notation. Next, we explain our
formulation of a differential Gibbs Sampler.
In our notation, a sequence is represented by a binary matrix. For example, the
sequence of ACGCCT is represented by:
A: 1 0 0 0 0 0
C: 0 1 0 1 1 0 (5.1)
G: 0 0 1 0 0 0
T: 0 0 0 0 0 1
The matrix elements are identified by u"n, where m is the index of the columns
and n the index of the rows. In a long sequence S, we represent a subsequence,
or a motif occurrence, with width w using ui, where i is the start location of the
subsequence in the sequence S. Again, the elements in this subsequence are identified
using superscripts such as u?. In this representation, the first motif occurrence in the
sequence of fig.5-1 can be represented by ui, and the second letter of that subsequence,
a G, can be identified by u6'3.
Motifs are also represented with weight matrices. Omn is the logarithm of the
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probability of having letter n in position m of the motif. In this model different
columns in the weight matrix contribute independently to the motif. The matching
score of the sequence segment starting at position i to the motif E is obtained by
Si = E ,(=l 4=(mn- n)Umn, where e is the probability of observing sequence
ui under the motif model e) and background model Ob. Note the difference between
the two. E) is a two dimensional matrix with length w and width 4, while E)b is a
column vector with width 4. We also define b,i to be the score of position i under
the background model b.-
The version of the Bernoulli Gibbs sampler allowing multiple sites per sequence
is often called the Bernoulli Gibbs Sampler[69] . In our notation, the probability
of observing the set of sequences is written as P(S, e), b, q). S represents all the
sequences in the sequence set concatenated together with a total number of bases N.
( represents the locations of the motif in the set of sequences. If there is a motif
present starting at position i, i is set to 1, otherwise 0. E) is the motif model and e)b
is the model for the background. q is the prior probability of having a motif starting
in any given position. In the Bernoulli Gibbs Sampler, P is defined as:
P(S, a, Ob, q) = eSbi esii+(i l°g(q)+(1-(i) log(-q) (5.2)
Since IL=l esb.i is independent of e and (, it can considered as a constant C, which
will not play any role in the rest of our discussions. Since the goal is to maximize
P(S, (1), Ob), we need to find update rules for , 3) and q that result in increasing
P. Sites along the sequence are randomly chosen and i is updated based on how it
affects the total value of P. The updated value of (i can be obtained as follows:
p(6i = 1) __ es i+log(q) qe (5.3)
p(i = 0) el°g(l-) P( 1) = qesi +(1 - q)
Using the above equation, each position in the sequence can be sampled to be
considered as a candidate for the motif model. After each update of ~, E) and q need
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to be re-estimated. To obtain e and q, we have to maximize the likelihood for e
and q. The [4= exp(mn) - 1] needs to be added to the log likelihood with the
Lagrange multiplier A to ensure that emn remains normalized.
a log e = EN ___ = - - Aeem" (5.4)Z0- rn --mn
The derivation of the last step uses the relation o- = 6 mn = mn By
setting Eq. 5.4 to zero, tE can be obtained estimated:
N
Om " = log X EC ie (5.5)
4 L L
=ZE E"iu r =in (5.6)
n=l i=1 i=1
We define g = 'L= (i, which shows the number of motifs in the set. q can be
estimate similarly by maximizing the likelihood with respect to q:
logP _ 1 -(i - q i (i=5
hq q 1 - N
The steps in the Bernoulli Gibbs sampler are summarized in (Fig. 5-2).
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1. Choose random non-overlapping positions, i, in the sequence
based on the initial value of q. The expected number of motif
occurrences is Nq.
2. Build Emn = log( fi' ' n ), where u's are sequence segments
length w starting in location i, and g is the number of motif
occurrences in the sequence.
3. Choose a random position i.
4. Score the sequence segment; si = n=l=1( -
5. Sample position i with the probability p(i = 1) = q
6. Update q = N ki Ei.
7. Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
8. e is the output motif.
Figure 5-2: Steps in the Bernoulli Gibbs Sampler
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5.2.2 Formulation of a Differential Gibbs Sampler
To remove the non-functional motifs or low-complexity patterns that can hinder motif
finding process, a second set of sequences can be used that is equally likely to have
such non-functional elements but is not expected to have the functional motif. Here,
we develop a Gibbs sampling method to enable us to use a second set of sequences
to improve the search in the first sequence set by avoiding the non-functional motifs
that are present in both sets.
In this case, we represent the two sets of sequences, the positive and negative sets,
with S1 and S2. The locations of motifs are shown with ~ and r7 in the first and the
second sequence set respectively. The expected number of motifs in the two sets can
be different as well. ql is used to represent the expected probability of having a motif
in any position in the first set, and q2 is used for the second set. To represent the
motif, we use a weight matrix O which is common between the two sets. will be
determined using the motif occurrences in the first set only. We are looking for a motif
that has a high likelihood of appearing in the first set, and at the same time has a lesser
likelihood of appearing in the second set. To find the over-represented motif E, we
choose to maximize P(Sj,l O,q) To measure the chance of observing the motif in theZ(S210,q2) '
second sequence set, we use the partition function Z(S2l1, q2) = {?f} P(S 2, 10).
To obtain Z, we need to sum over all the 2L2 combinations of {i}:
Z(S2le, q2) = EP(S2, e, q2) (5.8)
L2
= 1i E eSii+Wlog2+(l-i)log(l-q2) (5.9)
i=1 i=O,l
L2
= (esi+lgq2 + el0g(l-2)) (5.10)
i=1
There is no dependency on 77 left in Z(S 2 16, q2). This means that there is no need
for sampling in the second set. The whole set is treated as a block. Z = Z(S 2 E1, q2) is
used as an overall measure of the existence of the motif 1 in set two. We will designate
the sequence of set one with u and sequence of the set two with v. gl = E ,L=1 i also
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represents the number of motif occurrences in set one. To proceed, we make another
assumption. Since E has to represent the motif coming from the motif instances ui
in set one, so instead of estimating O, we set it to
Om" = log((5.11)
q2 can be estimated by maximizing the partition function Z(S2 1O, q2). For easier
calculation, we maximize log Z = L2 log(q2eSi + (1 - q2)) as a function of q2:
a log Z L ei -1 
iq2 E q2esi + (1- q2)= (5.12)
,which yields:
L2
Z fi(q2) = L 2q2 , (5.13)
i=l
where,
q2fi(q 2 ) (1 - q2 )e- s + q2 (5.14)
where fi is the chance of having an instance of the motif e in position i. fi is similar to
the updating rule of site, eqn. 5.3, in the classical Bernoulli Gibbs sampler discussed
in the previous chapter. This is the equation of self-consistency for q2. On the left
side of the equation, there is a sum over the chance that each site is a start position
for a motif, and the right hand side is the estimate of the total number of motif
occurrences. Given a , all the si's can be computed for the sequence set and by
solving Eqn. 5.12, q2 can be obtained. For a given weight matrix this equation can
be solved. The value of resulted q is expect to be small near zero. It is important to
note that Z as a function q is a concave function:
0 logZ L2 _(es - 1)2
< 0 (5.15)Oq2 E ~ (q2e si + (1 - q2))2 < (5.15)
Also, for q2 = 0, Z is equal to zero. For q2 = 1, Z is equal to Ef 2 si, which is strongly
negative in most practical cases. This means there are only two times of plots for Z
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as a function of q2, which are both demonstrated in Fig. 5-11(a) and Fig. 5-11(b) of
the next chapter.
Now that we know how to calculate Z, the only thing left is to obtain the update
rule for sampling the sites in the first set or P(i = 1). For this purpose, we need to
calculate the change in the overall likelihood if the site i is flipped from the unoccupied
state, (i = 0, to an occupied state, (i = 1:
p( = O) P(SJlo(ji=o),ql)
z(s2le(=))
p(S~/= 1)log ) = log(P(i = 1)) - log(P(i = 0)) - log(Z2(&i = 1)) + log(Z2(i = 0))A = 0)
(5.17)
The term log(P(&i = 1)) - log(P(& = 0)) is identical to its version in classical
Bernoulli Gibbs sampler, eqn.5.3:
log(P(Ji = 1)) - log(P(i = 0)) = si + log(q) - log(1 - ql) (5.18)
To estimate the term log(Z(i = 1)) -log(Z(i = 0)), we need to use the following
approximation:
log(Z(i = 1)) - log(Z(i = 0)) d /loZAfi (5.19)
-a log Z q2 a log Z aEmn 1 (ai) (5.20)
a9q2 i omn i J
The change of Z is a result of the change of q2 and e, which are dependent on the
change in i . Since we already set the q2 to maximize Z, the term logZ is equal to
zero. mnZ can be calculated using Eqn. 5.8:
lg Z L2 La logZ _ OlogZ asi E q2 (5.21)
oemn -ai 1Si aemn i 1 q2 ±+(1q!2 )e Zfiv (5.21)n S on q2 + (1 - q2)e- s
~~~~~~~~~~i---- i - - - - 1 l
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-e--n can be calculated using Eqn. 5.11:
1 L1 aEmn Un 1
mn = log( _ umn) i _ _ (5.22)
=1 1C g
Putting together all the pieces yields:
logp(i ) Si + log(q)-log(l1-ql)--Z fkvmn( m (523)
mn k=1
£2 fkvmn L2
si + log(( 1 ))_ )u( -l Jm V
Since the length of the motif is w, w,=l 4= Vimn = . This further simplifies
our calculation:
lp( =) = Si + log ql _1 ( u mn 2q2 (5.24)log( 1P(Wi 0) - -q) n)U +U-w- (5.24)i
This can be rewritten as:
p(i = 1) ) -~ w 4 m - E]mjn fjvn) L2q2 unlog i =) - log (I - (ES -( Eju + 9glJm=l n=1 lj Cie, 1
(5.25)
To simplify this result, we define O' to be:
e'mn = m n _ j fjvjm + L 2q2 (5.26)
Then, we will have
p(C = 1) _ q e (5.27)
p(i = 0) 1 - ql
Now the first set gets updated as before but the scores, s'i, are computed using
E' instead of e. ' is an effective weight matrix that includes the contributions from
the second sequence set. The steps for the Differential Motif Finder are summarized
in Fig. 5-3.
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1. Choose random non-overlapping positions, i's , in sequence 1
based on the expected number of motif occurrences Llql.
2. Build em n = log(. iun), where ui's are sequence segments of
length w in set one.
3. Using e, score all the sites in sequence set two estimate q2 and
then compute
01= Ej - fjlj + L where fj = -q2)e vi are se-
'j ju`n gl 9(1_q2)e-i +q2.
quence segments in set two.
4. Choose a random position i in sequence set 1.
5. Score the sequence segment s'i = E,=l n=(Om" - bOmn)umn.
6. Sample position i with probability p(i = 1) = _qi -
7. Update q = Ei 4i.
8. Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
9. O is the output motif.
Figure 5-3: Steps for Differential Bernoulli Gibbs Sampler
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5.2.3 The one motif occurrence per sequence case
Instead of having a variable number of occurrences of a motif in each sequence, we
can limit the number to exactly one occurrence per sequence in both data sets. In
this case, the sequences in the data set are not concatenated. So, there are N1 and N2
sequences in the first and second data set respectively. Sequences can have different
length. The length of each sequence in the first set is shown by Li and in the second
set by L'i. Ai represents the location of the start of the motif in the sequence i.
A'i is used for the locations of the motifs in the second set. The score of a motif
occurrence in sequence i starting in position j is written as sij. The P and Z for a
set of sequences are defined as:
N 1
P(S1iA, ) = J ei Ai (5.28)
i=l
N2 N2 L'i
z(s 21E) = E P(S2, AIE) = IesA E e8i A (5.29)
{A'i} {Ai} i=1 i=l1 A'i=l1
logZ = log eSi',A' (5.30)
i=1 A i=l
We maximize a term similar to what we had in previous sections, P(SIe(A)) . In
this case, A refers to the position of the occurrences in the first set. We calculate the
change in this overall likelihood when the motif occurrence in sequence i is moved
from location Ai = a to a new position Ai = b.
P(Ai=b)
log p(Ai = b) Z(A=b) = Si,b - Siaog mn (5.31)log \p(A =a))l g P(A=a) ib- ia omn aAi
Z(Ai=a) mn
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aoEmn, can be computed easily:
a log Z
a0mn
N 2 L' eEA, ) vSi,Ai
i=1 A'i=1 l - j=le 6
N2 L'i
= E Efj,
i=1 A'i=l
(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34)
eSij amnwhere fij= ei,: For a  , we have:
aemn log( Ej Umn)
OAi OAi
Um n Ur n
_ Ui,b i- g,a
N1 mnEj=l -j,Aj
(5.35)
In this case. we define O' as
Etmn = ii Z.l fi,jVi 1 n (5.36)
i=l Ui,Ai
This time, each sequence in set one is scored using O'. A new site is then sampled
in the sequence based on the score of each site. Then, that new site will replace
the only motif occurrence in the motif model. Then, the second set of sequences is
scanned using O, which is generated using the motif occurrences in the first set. This
produces the correction term coming from the second set that can help to generate
O'. These steps are summarized in Fig. 5-5. They can be compared to the steps of
classical Gibbs sampler version for one occurrence motif per sequence in Fig. 5-4.
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1. Choose one random position A in each of the sequences.
2. Build e = log( E' 1x iUz'), where uij's are the sequence seg-
ments length w in the sequence i starting in location j.
3. Choose one sequence randomly, i.
4. Score all the segments on the sequence using si =
Em=l En=l(vmn- n)umn.
5. Sample a site, Ai, in sequence i with the probability p(Ai = 1) c(
esi
6. Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
7. e is the output motif.
Figure 5-4: Steps for classical Gibbs sampler with One Occurrence Per Sequence
1. Choose one random position Ai in each of the sequences.
2. Build e = Iog(~ Y'-il iumi), where uij's are the sequence seg-
ments length w in the set one.
3. Using e, score all the sites in the sequence set two and compute
E = e - =2 _ISO' where fi = ( I ei) and Vi,j's are
Y-= l~ Ui,Ai \ z-ki
the sequence segments in the set two.
4. Choose one sequence randomly, i.
5. Score all the segments on the sequence using s'i =
w =l 4 ( mn _ emn)umn.
6. Sample a site, Ai, in sequence i with the probability p(Ai = 1) cx
esli
7. Go to step 2 and repeat until convergence.
8. e is the output motif.
Figure 5-5: Steps for Differential Motif Sampling with One Occurrence Per Sequence
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Figure 5-6: A set of artificially generated sequences with a strong motif in position 6
of all of them.
5.3 Results and Discussions
5.3.1 Gaining intuition for the differential Gibbs sampler
To have an intuition for this new method, we need to investigate how different vari-
ables such as P(S 1, IO, ql ) or Z(S210,q 2) compare to one another, and how they
change through the process of motif finding. We generate a set of 20 sequences each
20 bases long. A strong motif with a relative information content of 12 bits is planted
in position 6 of each sequence. We choose a fixed position to help visualization of the
motif, and the motif finder will not use this information. The consensus sequence for
the motif is ACGTAGCA.
We pick 20 random positions in these sequences, and using the 8-mers starting
in those positions, we build frequency matrix as well as a weight matrix from these
segments. An example of such log-odd probability weight matrix, 6 - Ob, is shown
in Figure 5-7.
Using the weight matrix O, we can obtain the score for each site using the equation
s = =l 4= (rmn rn)2umn. To study the relationship between the scores and the
weight matrices, two weight matrices are chosen, one with low information content
similar to the background distribution, and the second with a high information content
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atgcgccgtagcagttgatagtcaaatgctcatctactac
atgtgacgtagcacaaatgagcaaggttgtgcgccgcttg
ctctcacgttgcagtgctagagcctacctgtctgttaccc
cgagtacgtagcaattcaagtagatcgggacttctcgcgt
acggcacgcagcacggattaaatagcctgagtcttatggt
agactacgcagcataatccgcctagcaatctcggaacgga
gaactacgttgcaacgtacgcggggctacaaagtattact
taggaacgtagcacagcttgaatcatagcctttatttctt
gcgggacgtagcacgagcaacagcttgccttctgagattt
atacaaggtagcaggctatgtgccaagacgactaccctca
-b= (
-0.66
0.37
0.10
-0.03
0.04
0.26
0.23
-1.15
-0.08
-0.15
-0.18
0.38
0.47
-0.56
-0.18
-0.03
Figure 5-7: Weight Matrix
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Figure 5-8: The value of score, si, across the artificial set. (a)Using the weight
matrix generated by random locations. (b) Using the weight matrix generated from
the occurrences of the planted motif.
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Figure 5-9: The histogram of scores across the artificial set. (a)Using the weight
matrix generated by random locations. (b) Using the weight matrix generated from
the occurrences of the planted motif.
resembling the planted motif in the sequence set. Their profile across The histogram
of the scores, si's, can also be seen in Fig. 5-9. The scores for the weak weight matrix
are mostly clustered around zero, while for the strong weight matrix, most of the
scores are highly negative except a few which belong to the sites of the planted motif.
This shows that strong weight matrices (with more information content) push the
scores of most of the sites toward negative.
If we are expecting to see 20 occurrences of our motif in the sequence set 1600-base
long, then we can set q = 20  Using this value of q, probability of sampling sites,
P(i = 1) = - --- can be calculated (Fig.5-8). It can be seen that for the weak
weight matrix, there more sites that are potential choices for sampling, but for the
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Figure 5-10: (a) log(Z) versus the distance of random weight matrix from the
planted motif, D(ElOeplanted). (b) log(Z) vs information content of the random
weight matrix
stronger weight matrix, only the sites that match well with the weight matrix have a
high probability and the rest of the sites have low scores.
In the model that was discussed in the previous section, we used a partition func-
tion Z to estimate the degree of presence of a certain motif O in the sequence set.
We examine how Z changes when O becomes more similar to the planted motif. We
generated a number of weaker weight matrices, e, by adding pseudo-counts to the
planted motif Oplanted- Then we calculated log(Z(e)) as a function of the dissimi-
larity of e with eplanted (Fig. 5-10). To measure dissimilarity, we used a symmetric
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Figure 5-11: log(Z) as a function of q x N for (a)Using the weight matrix generated
by random locations and (b) Using the weight matrix generated from the occurrences
of the planted motif. (c) Using a strong weight matrix, which does not have any
occurrences in the sequence set. It can be seen that log(Z) is substantially lower
for the low-information content weight matrix compare to the weight matrix generated
using the planted motif. Also, it can be seen that a weaker motif maximizes log(Z)
in a higher value of q x N. For the weight matrix without any match in the sequence
set, the maximum of log(Z) is at q = 0.
Kullback-Leibler divergence formula:
D ,F2) = Fnlog( ) + F2nlog( (5.37)
mn 2
where Fmn is the frequency matrix defined as Fmn = g is the number of
motif occurrences.
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Figure 5-12: Running classical Bernoulli Gibbs sampler on a 1600-base-long sequence,
which has 20 occurrences of a motif is planted in it.(a) The change of D as a function
of iteration. Each unit on the x-axis represents sampling all the sites along the
sequence. It can be seen that at iteration 16, D suddenly decreases. This means that
the planted motif is found. The sudden decrease in fact is many iterations that is not
visible due to the low resolution of the figure. (b)The change in log(P) and log(Z) as
a function of iteration. (c) the number of motif occurrences as function of iteration.
It can be seen that Bernoulli Gibbs sampler does not quite converges even when it
finds the planted motif. (d) Information content for the weight matrix as the sampler
evolves.
We see that log(Z) increases as e becomes more similar to the planted Oplanted
(Fig. 5-10). When D(eO1planted) is zero when E) and planted are identical. As it can
be seen from the figure log(Z) is in its maximum in when D(elOplanted) = 0. In
Fig. 5-10(b), the log likelihoods are plotted as a function of information content of
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Figure 5-13: The value of P*(Sle, ql) and Z(S2le) is calculated for two sets of
sequences. In the first set of sequences, there is two planted motifs of 61 and 82 .
The second sequence set only contains e1. Random O's are generated, and for each
E, the values of P and Z are calculated. (a) When approaches EO in the left of
the plot, log(P*) and log(Z) increases. This is due to the fact that e1 exists in both
sequence sets and is detected both by P and Z. (b) As e approaches 62 , log(P*)
increases while log(Z) remains constant. This is because 92 is present in the first set
and is detected by P*(S1 l , qi), while it is not present in the second set and does
not contribute to Z(S21o). (c) The plot for log(P*(S 1JO, ql)) - log(Z(S2 le)) as 0
approaches to O1 or e2 . This difference is bigger for 02 . This means maximizing this
difference can lead to 6 2 , which is differentially enriched.
. The information content is calculated using:
m mn
IC(F) = F log( -), (5.3 8)
mn Fb
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Calculating q*
To calculate Z(O), we need to maximize Z(EO, q) for q. The value of log(Z) is plotted
as a function of expected number of motif occurrences, q x N in figure 5-11. As it
was shown in Eq. 5.15, the curve is concave, and the value of log(Z(q = 0)) = 0.
In Fig. 5-11(a), a weight matrix is used that was generated using random starting
sites along the sequence. This weight matrix has a very low information content
IC(O) = 0.7bits. In Fig. 5-11(b), the motif which was planted in the sequence
was used. In this case, the value of log(Z) is higher, and the maximum occurs at
q* x N = 20.4, which matches well with the fact that 20 occurrences of the motif were
planted in the sequences. In Fig. 5-11(c), a strong motif with an information content
of 7.6 bits was used that did not have any occurrences planted in the sequence. For
such a weight matrix, all the scores along the sequence, si's, are negative, and as a
result all the terms such as log(qeai + (1 - q)) will be less than zero for any value
of q > 0. This results in a negative log(Z) = Ei log(qegi + (1 - q)) for any value of
q > 0. This means for a strong weight matrix with no occurrences in the data set,
the maximum value of log(Z) is at q = 0.
Figure 5-12 shows running classical Bernoulli Gibbs sampler on the set of se-
quences which has one planted motif, we can study the behaviour of different vari-
ables in the system. The original expected number of occurrences is set to 20, and 20
random locations are chosen for the occurrences of the motif. The unit for the x-axis
is one full iteration through all the sites in the sequence. The order of picking sites
for updating is random to avoid artifacts. By looking at Fig. 5-12(a), we see that the
motif is found near 16 iteration when suddenly the distance between the motif found
with the planted motif drops to zero. The drop looks sudden because of limited res-
olution in the plot. As can be seen in Fig. 5-12(c), the number of occurrences in the
set fluctuates as a function of iteration. We also see in Fig. 5-12(d) that information
content increases in a fairly monotonic manner.
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Differential Likelihood
To study the behavior of differential Gibbs sampler, we need to study how P(S 1, (iO, ql)
and Z(S 2 10) change as a result of the change in O. It is important to show that for
the motifs that are differentially enriched P(S2,E),q) is higher compare to motifs that
are equally present in both sets of sequences. We choose two sets of sequences. In
the first set, we plant two motifs, E1 and 0 2, each with 20 occurrences. In the second
set, we only plant 20 occurrences of the motif O1. In this example, we set O1 to be
a stronger motif with 9 bits of information, while O2 has only 7.7 bits of information
content. A differential motif finder is expected to find the motif which is differentially
represented represented in the two sets, even if it is not the strongest. We generate a
number of random weight matrices and measure the log(P*(E)) in the first set and
the log(Z(E)) in the second set. P* is the maximum of value of P(S 1, 10, ql) for a
fixed E but variable ql and ~. It is the highest value P can take under current e.
These values are plotted as function of the dissimilarity of O with 01 or 02 (Fig. 5-
13). From Fig. 5-13(a), it can be seen that log(P) and log(Zi) approach one another
when D(O, O1) -+ 0 since e1 is present in the two sequence sets. However, in Fig. 5-
13(b), we see that log(Z(O)) is near zero for the O's that are similar to 02 . This is
due to the fact that 6 2 is not present in the second set. In Fig. 5-13(c), we see that
the value of log(P(O)) - log(Z(O)) is bigger when the dissimilarity of O is measured
from 0 2 . This means for a motif finder that maximizes log(P) - log(Z) will converge
to 2.-
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5.3.2 Using Test Sequence Sets
To test our differential motif finder, we use a number of artificial examples. The
motif finder is expected to find differentially-enriched motifs with a higher likelihood.
Throughout the search, a second set of sequences is used to penalize motifs that are
present in the second data set. We compare the performance of the differential motif
finder with that of the classical Gibbs sampler in finding differentially-enriched motifs.
We generate two sets of sequences. One is a positive set containing the functional
motif and a non-functional motif. The other is a negative set containing only the non-
functional motif. The two sequence sets are generated with 20 sequences each. Each
sequence is 60-bases long. The background model to generate the sequences is set to
[A:32% C:18% G:18% T:32%]. The first sequence set contains two non-overlapping
motifs F1 and F2, while the second set only contains one of the motifs, Fl. Motifs
are 10 bases long. To generate the motifs, a random matrix is generated where each
of its elements is choosen using a uniform distribution from a range of [0, 1]. A motif
occurrence is produced by sampling from the probability distribution given by this
matrix.
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>set 1: the positive set
gagtccggcgagaaagtattgtttacttcaagtagatcggtaattctagattatctaaag
actatcagcgaccatagcaatctcgctgcggaaagtagagaagctcggattaaatagcat
actttctgggctcaactgacttctaattgaccccggtctacaaagtattactataatcct
tgatacggagaaaaaattgcattctcatagtttaggacattacctcagcttgaatcatat
taaagcggaacgacacaatagtagacttgatctcgaagacgactacactaataggtttt
aaagtcggatacaaaggacttttcccttggtccagtttagtttaattttcgagccaaagt
cgaggcggggacaatgaagctaagtcttgaattagaatagcaacagcattcttttggttt
cccaactgacatccaaacatttaattttgatgaagtttaaattctagagaaaattttcaa
aattacggagataatttggtaatacattgctatagtatattcgcggtctgacttattttg
gaagtcggcgacaaaggttatcccccttggcatcgctacttataaactatacgattttgg
ctgaacggagacaatattaatcatacttctaaaagtagggcaaagtattttttccaagac
cacatcggcgtacaagatccaaggtcttggcatcgtcccagaactcctgcgaagcaaaga
ggggacggagcgcatacacgagaacctgggtaaagggaagggaatcattaactgt
tcggcctgataccatcaactgcaacgttggttccgttaagctacaagacatagagttaag
aacatcggatcccatgtaattactaatgctaaaagcgcaaggggacttcaactacaaata
atttacggtgccacagaattaattatttcgtgaaggtaattaagatagccagtgcagtcc
atttacggaggtaaatatatacggagttcgcctagttgctcgataacagaacttcagtgt
tatcacggatagcattagtataagccttcggtaaggtcgagatgataatattaatctact
cttcgcgggcagaaagaagtaaagtctgcttaatgatatcgctgagtttttcaatatatt
agcttcggggcaaaaaagtctctgcctcggattagaaatgtaaaacagtctcgggttagg
>set 2: the negative set
aaaatcagaccacaacacgatcctgtgcaaaagcaatatctgagagtacgcctggtcagc
taagtcggagagcataaattgagtacaattaaataggctttgtacagtgggccttacata
tctatcggcgcttcatccttgggtattaagaattcataacacttaatcttcatccagatg
taccacggacagactaattcatgatttcaaacacgttgtgataccgactatactgaatac
aattacggagacaaaaatcttaccaccaaagttttacaatttccacagagggctccttat
gctcccggtgaccaaattaacctgtgaacgtttaattcaacgtagggcagcatctttaag
gccttctgcgagcaacacttcattccagtttattaagagtgtgaggcgctgacatcttcg
catcccggaaacaatccttgacggtaaaacaaacatgcggccttcgtaagaagcttagca
aaagacggcgccccactaggatgccgtataaggggtgttgatgttgagtaacctgtctgg
tcagtcggataccatcaatgtttacgtctcattcataaactagtaggtcctaacgttcgc
tattccggcgcgcatggaatcacacttggataacagcaaagcgtaatacttgttggggaa
atattcggcctaaattaatcgtttgatcatttaacggcgctactaaaatttcttgaacag
taactcggcgacaaacgaaatcaaacgttgtaaagatcatatagaaccccctatagccaa
tatctcggagaccatgtatagtgtctaacccggcaatgggccgagtgatacaacgtcaac
agacacggaaaccaaatcaagtgaaagctatctatcagctaaatggcggtatacatgaat
tttcgcagataccaattccactacgtagtgatcggttttaaccatacctacagaatacta
aatagcggagataaaagaccggggagaatgcctgaaaggtttactagatattcgttatca
atatacggcgaccaaggctcaccttttttcaaaggaccctatctagcggatcaagtttat
taagtcggagcgaaaaaatttacccttaaaaattgcaagaagattcagttagatgtcaag
attaacggagcccatttaatccaaatactaattgttatggcgagtttttttttaaattat
Figure 5-14: Two sequence sets are generated. The first has two motifs A and B, one
strong and one weak. The second sequence set only has the strong motif.
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Since such a weight matrix has very low information content, we raise it to the
power of 5 to generate sharp motifs. Since all the elements are less than one, raising
the elements of the matrix to any power will reduce the elements closer to zero
much more than those close to one. This creates a frequency matrix that is sharper
compared to the original one. In practice, the original random matrix has about 2-4
bits of information content, but after raising it to the power of 5, the information
content of the matrix increases to 8-12 bits, which is desired for our test. Instead
of this method, people sometimes use a consensus sequence and place variations of
that consensus sequence as the motif occurrences. We find that this is not a good
method for testing weight-matrix based motif finders, since these motif finders are
not well suited for handling compensatory mutations. Their performance can better
be examined by using motifs obtained from weight matrices.
We first test the differential Bernoulli Gibbs sampler(DBGS). This sampler can
accept multiple motif occurrences in the sequences of the first and second sets. In
our test set, there is only one motif occurrence per sequence, but the differential
Bernoulli Gibbs sampler does not use this information to improve its search results.
We implement the code for the differential Bernoulli Gibbs sampler in MATLAB. We
present a test result for running DBGS on 100 test data sets that contained different
F1 and F2 motifs. In each test, DBGS was run for 3 cycles. Each cycle includes
full iteration through all the sites in the first sequence set. Since the total length of
the sequence in the first set is 1200, each cycle includes 1200 updates. Sites in the
first sequence set are picked in a randomly permuted order and are updated based on
the updating rule of DBGS5-3. Based on the theory, the change in Z, the partition
function of the sequence set, has to be computed after updating a site in the first
sequence set. This change is proportional to ' jfjvj + L2q2 5-3. To calculate this
quantity, q2 has to be calculated first. To calculate q2, Z needs to be maximized as a
function of q2. This can be done by using the Newton method for equation 5.12. An
initial value for q2 can be set and then by iteration of equation 5.12, q2 converges to
the value that maximizes Z. More complex numerical methods can be used as well
to find the value of q2 that maximizes Z. In practice, since calculating the change in
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Z is computationally intensive, it is only done every 10 updates of the sites the first
sequence set.
The output weight matrix of the program is examined by comparing it to the
originally planted F1 and F2 motifs. To test whether it matches any of these motifs,
the distance between the output weight matrix and the planted motifs is measured.
We use
F1'"n Fm nted
D(Fplanted, Foutput) = Ftput log( Fm, t ) + Fpl nt ed log( (5-39)
mn planted output
If the distance between to motifs is less than 5, they are declared to be the same motif.
Output motifs of the program are either marked as a match to F1, F2, or none. In
figure 5-15, each point is one test run with its own F1 and F2. The information
content of each of these planted motifs is measured and makes up the x and y axis.
The points are shown with different markers depending on how the output motif
matches the planted motifs. If the output motifs matches F1, the points are shown
as blue triangles, and if it matches F2 as red squares. Output weight matrices that
do not match either of these two are shown with green points. As can be seen, all
the motifs that match one of the planted motifs match F2. To better understand
this figure, the line of x = y is plotted. Any point in the lower right side of this line
corresponds to a data set that has a weaker F2 motif compared to Fl. For the points
in the upper left the situation is opposite. Without a differential method, we would
expect the output motifs in the lower right to match F1 and the output motifs in the
upper left to match F2, since motif finders tend to find the motif with the highest
information content. However, as it can be seen in figure 5-15, the output motifs in
the lower right still match F2.
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Figure 5-15: Results for the differential Bernoulli Gibbs sampler with variable number
of motif occurrences in the sequence. The motif F1 is present in two sequence sets,
but the motif F2 is only present in the first sequence set. Each point represents the
weight matrix that the motif finder converged to for a different test set. The points
marked by red squares and blue triangles are the output motifs of the program that
matched the original, planted F2 and F1 motifs respectively. The green dots are the
output motifs that did not match any of the planted motifs. Note that none of the
output motifs matched the planted motif Fl.
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Figure 5-16: Results for the differential Bernoulli Gibbs sampler with only one motif
occurrence per sequence. The motif F1 is present in two sequence sets, but the motif
F2 is only present in the first sequence set. The points marked by red squares and
blue triangles are the output motifs of the program that matched the original, planted
F2 and F1 motifs respectively. The green dots are output motifs that did not match
any of the planted motifs.
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To test the differential Gibbs sampler with one motif occurrence per sequence, the
same test sets were used as for the differential Bernoulli Gibbs sampler. In this case,
one sequence chosen at random from the first set is scored using the weight matrix.
Then, a site is sampled and the weight matrix is updated. This weight matrix is
used on the second set to estimate the contribution from the second set to the weight
matrix, which is I 17=' fjn*. In this method, there is no need to calculate q2
i=1 i,A i
since the number of motif occurrences in the second set is set to one in each sequence.
The results for this test are shown in figure 5-16. In this implementation to speed
up the program, instead of calculating the full partition function for the second set,
we used sampling to estimate Z and to produce E2 Ei fSi Instead of summing
.=1 i,Ai
over all the sites, one site in the sequence is sampled based on the probability of fi,j.
Because of the speed up, more data sets were used in this case. The code for this
method was implemented both in C and MATLAB. The results from the MATLAB
version are shown in the plot. Note that most of the data sets are generated so as to
have sets in which F2 has a lower information content, since it is not surprising if the
motif finder finds the stronger motif. The purpose of the differential Gibbs sampler is
to use the information in the second set to find the motif that are potentially weaker
than other motifs but are present differentially. As can be seen from the figure, the
motif finder tends to find F2 in the great majority of cases. In a few cases, it finds
Fl. This could be because in these cases the two motifs shared some similarity, and
as a result the output motif was a mixture of the two motifs.
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Figure 5-17: Results for the classical Bernoulli Gibbs sampler with only one motif
occurrence per sequence. In the classical version, the second sequence set is ignored.
The motif Fl is present in two sequence sets, but the motif F2 is only present in
the first sequence set. The points marked by red squares and blue triangles are the
output motifs of the program that matched the original planted F2 and Fl motif
respectively. The green dots are the ones that the output motif did not match any of
the planted motifs.
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We also compare the differential motif finder to the classical motif finder. The
classical version only takes one sequence set as an input. As a result, it is not sensitive
to the differentially enriched motifs. The results are shown in figure 5-17. As can be
seen, most of the motifs in the lower right section of the figure match F1, and most
of the motifs in the upper right correspond to F2. There are several instances where
motifs in the lower right corner match F2 and ones in the upper left match Fl. The
figure does not look completely symmetric because for most of the data sets, F1 has
more information content than F2.
The differential motif-finding method can further be improved by using a better
background model to capture the dependencies in neighboring sites. This could im-
prove performance on biological examples. One of the common problems in Monte
Carlo methods is failure to converge to a fixed state. This deficiency is present in the
differential motif finder as well. One way to solve this problem is to use simulated
annealing methods; the temperature is lowered as the Gibbs sampler approaches its
global minima. One way to introduce temperature into the Gibbs sampling method
is as follows: Si
p( = 1)= qeff (5.40)
qeT.ff + (1 - q)
Decreasing Teff could increase the chance of sampling for sites with high scores, re-
sulting in convergence as the temperature is lowered.
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5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, an analytical method was developed to find differentially enriched
motifs in DNA sequences. The classical Gibbs sampling method was expanded to
take advantage of the information in a second set of sequences, or "negative set."
By penalizing motifs found in the negative set, the differential Gibbs sampler avoids
false positives, functionally-irrelevant motifs found in both the positive and negative
set. The method uses the concept of a partition function to detect the presence of a
motif in the negative set. Using several approximations, the change in the partition
function in the negative sequence was estimated by sampling a new site in the positive
sequence set in a fast and efficient way. This allowed the definition of an "effective"
weight matrix that includes the motif occurrences from the first set and a contribution
coming from the second set. This effective weight matrix can be used to search for new
motif occurrences in the first data set, as in the classical Gibbs sampler. The method
was offered in two versions. In one, based on the classical Bernoulli Gibbs sampler,
multiple motif occurrences in each sequence are possible. In the other, each sequence
has only one motif occurrence. The assumptions in the method were examined by
testing on constructed data sets that included differential enriched motifs. It was
shown that this method finds differentially enriched motifs even when they are not
as strong as the motifs that are present in both sequence sets.
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